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FROM THE DESK
We now have fresh eggs—I mean really fresh eggs! Have
you noticed how the price has skyrocketed on what was once an
inexpensive source of protein? It’s gotten close to 50 cents per
egg and now that they’ve gotten better reviews as a nutritious
food, the demand has risen. Not everyone agrees, but many
of those in the know have done a turnaround on the health
benefits versus the detrimental effects of just what’s packed
into those crisp little shells. The economic problem, however,
appears to be the intervention of the government, which
holds that more spacious cages are a more humane method of
keeping our feathered friends contained. Farmers, of course, are
not happy. This requires more designated space and therefore adds
to production costs.
So here’s the story: What do you get for someone of this advanced age who is
trying to scale down and is having a birthday? Recently I was asked that question
and I answered, chickens. Not sure if I’d be taken seriously and then, voila! There
they were a couple of weeks later, clucking away at the birthday party.
There are four of them. They’re bantams, which means they don’t require a huge
amount of space. Four different breeds are represented in our small flock, making
the pen a kaleidoscope of browns, speckled black and burnt orange. They arrived
equipped with their own dwelling and fenced-in run, purchased from the local farm
store. One of our favorite sons-in-law, put wheels on the condo-style coop, so’s it can
be moved to different locations in the yard. A necessity, as they’re capable of very
quickly changing a grassy area to scratched up dirt, bordering on bedrock. They’re
rather fond of pecking away at the grass and any wandering bugs or other insects
and do a fine job of cleaning the area, but their enthusiasm isn’t lawn-friendly. They
do fertilize the grass and do a fine job of aerating but not sure if my husband, is on
board with this yet. His concern is for the efforts he puts forth trying to produce a
somewhat lush green yard. But time will tell.
Their requirement for food is fairly simple. They’re happy with grain and scratch
purchased locally, and fresh water. But for a treat, you can toss in an occasional
overripe pear or piece of melon, crackers past their prime, or a particular favorite—
grapes. They’re delighted. Look what happens in return! With four hens, they treat
us to three or four eggs a day, enough to keep our little household going.
Although they can be set free in the yard and will return to their roost at night,
we do have a fair number of predators not limited to foxes, raccoons, chicken hawks,
neighborhood pets, snakes, etc. So for now, they’ll remain in their fenced and covered
yard, where they seem content and are protected.
My only regret is that we didn’t do this years ago. Like many of our generation, we
were raised in an area where chickens and other small livestock were fairly common.
There was an appreciation at an early age for the source of all of our foodstuffs. It’s
rather pleasant to get back to all this. The surprise is how easy it is. I’d forgotten.
There’s little involved other than timely feeding and keeping their territory clean.
We’re located in the county so the rules aren’t quite so stringent as the city
zoning requirements, but even then it’s not all that difficult to comply. Ellen, one of
our well-informed writers, has done a helpful article on the rules governing chickens
in the city on page 15. She gives specifics, such as the unwelcome rooster. It’s said
that a happy hen has a rooster strutting about, but we have found that this isn’t
necessary and I’m sure our neighbors would like to thank us for this consideration.
A happy rooster is a loud rooster.
Rooster or not, up to this point it’s all been good. The birds seem content, the
predators are discouraged and we’re busy coming up with a dozen different ways to
create an omelet. Interesting isn’t it of how we turn back to our beginnings.
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Lyme Disease and the Eye
By Michael J. Dodd, MD
Lyme disease is an infectious disease
which was first described in Old Lyme,
Connecticut, in 1975. It is caused by a
spiral-shaped bacteria (spirochete) called
Borrelia burgdorferi. This organism is
transmitted to humans by a deer tick,
Ixodes scapularis. The deer tick actually
gets the bacteria from small rodents, but
since the tick follows deer populations and
can also bite people, it is the vector for the
infection.
The tick is tiny and often missed when
it first bites the skin. As it expands with
blood, it becomes more obvious. If the tick
is removed in the first day or two, the Lyme
infection may be avoided. Many patients
who become infected may not realize it.
Some patients get a round, red circle at the
site of the bite on the skin called a “bull’s
eye rash.” The medical term is “erythema
migrans.” From this site the bacteria
can spread through the blood stream to
anywhere in the body. Organisms have
been found in the heart, joints, nervous
system and eyes. Interestingly, these ticks
can carry other infectious bacteria; it is
estimated that as many as 40 percent of
patients infected with Lyme may also have
other infections transmitted by the same
tick. This can complicate the diagnosis of
Lyme disease.
Patients can present a
myriad of symptoms to a
doctor. Most often patients
complain of joint pain, but
other symptoms include
fatigue, shooting pains,
numbness and tingling,
signs
of
fibromyalgia,
memory loss and emotional
changes. Eye findings are
not a common presenting
symptom. However, Bell’s
palsy, or “facial nerve palsy”
is the most common eye
finding. This shows up as a
motor weakness of the facial
muscles on one-half of the
face. Patients cannot close
Spring 2015

their eye on that side and severe dry eye
may develop. As many as 25 percent of
new-onset Bell’s palsy cases may be caused
by Lyme disease. Other eye findings
include red eye (conjunctivitis or keratitis),
uveitis (inflammation inside the eye),
vision loss, optic nerve inflammation and
inflammation of the retina (neuroretinitis).
If a patient comes to a doctor with a
history of the “bull’s eye ring,” a tick on
the skin and joint problems, the diagnosis
can usually be made without difficulty. If
the tick is removed within 72 hours and
antibiotics are given promptly, the Lyme
infection can likely be avoided. Lab
studies are not typically positive unless
the infection has been present for several
weeks. Late in the disease, the diagnosis
may be difficult, especially if there is no
history of a tick bite and no history of a
rash. For this reason Lyme disease is often
referred to as a “masquerade syndrome,”
since it can trigger so many variable
symptoms. Long-term antibiotic therapy
may be necessary for patients who are
diagnosed late in the disease.
Prevention may be the best
“treatment.” If you live in areas endemic
(geographically prone) to the disease,
and Maryland is such an area, you should
be cautious in the woods and even the

backyard. Wear long sleeve shirts, a hat,
long trousers (preferably tucked in the
socks) and gloves if doing yard work.
Check your pets periodically for ticks and
remove them if found. If you see a tick on
your skin and develop a rash at the site
after removal, get to your physician as soon
as possible for evaluation and treatment.
Spring is the season for deer. Beware!
Dr. Dodd, an ophthalmologist, practices at
Maryland Eye Associates located in Annapolis
and Prince Frederick. He also is an instructor
at the University of Maryland Department
of Ophthalmology. He can be reached at
410.224.4550 or mjdmd1@gmail.com
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Your Thoughts

On the Cover
If you find yourself in the area
of Newport, R.I., as warmer
weather approaches, be sure to
check out the Green Animals
Topiary Garden. It is a gem!
Photo by Emma Stultz

BOBBLEHEAD

POLIO

Oh thank you, thank you for the
Bobble On article. I loved it! I never make
comments on articles, so this is a first for
me.
My daughter just had her second
preemie baby. The first little guy is now
two years old. There are many times I've
tried to give her advice, but of course, it is
not always what she wants to hear. We’ve
never had a yelling match or anything
like that, but we do disagree on occasion.
Long story short, I am practicing bobbling
on and it truly works! My daughter was
ranting about something (I'm guessing
postpartum issues) and I just listened
and bobbled. Later, she thanked me for
listening to her rant.
I don’t always read the OutLook,
because it makes me feel old. But I am!
I’m 64 on the outside and 20-something
inside! The article made me laugh and I
will look for more.
Bobbling on,
(Name withheld)

Thank you for publishing the article
on polio and for the donation. It will go
directly to the End Polio Now Campaign
where it will be matched $2 for $1, making
a $75 contribution to the fight to end polio.
Thank you for the opportunity and
the donation to the program.
Bill Fine, District Governor,
Rotary International,
District 7620, Central Maryland
and Washington, D.C.

Outlook
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KATERING TO YOUR LIFE
I recently had the good fortune to drop
into a doctor's office, amidst a roomful of
people, and chose the OutLook. It was a
gift from above and greatly appreciated.
The mind-body connection and the
breakdown of interpretation to impatience
with ourselves and trust issues, including
not trusting our bodies, really hit me
hard. I am disrespecting me, my body and
my spirit through all my ignoring these
categories, all due to my perception of my
stress and frustration. I had the answers
and Kater hit me like a two-by four with
her powerful words.
Grateful I am.
Beverly C., Annapolis

Send to:
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City:
State:				

Zip Code:

Email:

1 year (6 issues $24.95)

2 years (12 issues $38.95)

3 years (18 issues $52.95)

Please enclose your check made out to:
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Chart Your Course

CHART YOUR COURSE

A Legal Navigation Guide
The Differences Between
a Will and a Trust

This column presents general information regarding estate and disability planning
and probate. It is not intended to create an attorney-client relationship or constitute
legal advice to readers. Individuals with legal concerns should consult with an attorney
for advice regarding their specific circumstances.

By Jessica L. Estes
Probably, the most oft-asked question
I hear is: “Which is better, a will or a
trust?” The answer is that neither is better.
They each serve a purpose and although
everyone should have a will, not everyone
needs a trust. It really depends upon your
unique situation and goals.
What is a will? A will is a legal
document that provides instructions
regarding how and to whom you want
your assets distributed upon your death.
Everyone over the age of 18 should have
a will. If you die without a will, the state
has a set of rules, “intestacy laws,” that will
govern how and to whom your assets are
distributed upon your death. Trust me, you
do not want the state deciding who gets
your stuff. Moreover, in order for a will
to become effective, two things need to
happen. First, you have to die, and second,
the court must accept the will into probate.
What is probate? Probate simply
means to establish the validity of the will.
In Maryland, a will is presumed valid if it
is signed by the testator in the presence of
two witnesses, who in the presence of the
testator and each other, also sign and attest
the will.
Once a will is admitted to probate,
the court will appoint a personal
representative—most often, the person
named by the decedent in his will, to
administer the estate and make sure all
debts are paid and the remaining assets are
distributed in accordance with the will.
Of course, there are costs associated
with probate, which is why many
people want to avoid probate.
For
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those individuals, a trust may
be appropriate.
What is a trust? A trust is an entity,
separate from the individual who created
it, that holds title to the assets of the
individual and/or others for their benefit.
There are two different types of trusts: those
that take effect while you are alive, “living
trusts,” and those that take effect only
upon your death, “testamentary trusts.”
Testamentary trusts are part of a person’s
last will and testament and generally
indicate that a named beneficiary’s share
shall be held in trust for their benefit and
can be used for their health, education,
maintenance or support until a certain age
or terminating event. For purposes of this
article, testamentary trusts are no different
than a will.
A living trust, on the other hand, is
created while you are alive and assets are
retitled in the name of the trust at the
time of its creation. Because the trust is a
separate entity, it can continue in existence
after your death. Thus, any assets in a living
trust will bypass the probate process upon
your death.
Moreover, a trust has three “actors.”
The “grantor” is the person who creates the
trust and retitles his or her assets in the
name of the trust. The “trustee” is the person
who manages and administers the trust
in accordance with the trust provisions.
Generally the trustee is responsible for the
management and investment of the assets
and for making distributions from the trust.
The “beneficiaries” are those individuals
entitled to the income and principal of the

trust, as well as those entitled to a share of
the trust when it terminates.
Depending on your objectives,
whether it is simply to avoid probate,
to protect your assets, to provide for a
special needs child or to qualify for public
benefits, there are a variety of trusts that
can accomplish your goals. It is beyond
the scope of this article to delve into the
different types of living trusts, but it should
suffice to know that all of them avoid the
probate process.
What are the differences between a
will and a trust? The main difference is
that a will must go through the probate
process, whereas a trust avoids the probate
process. There are other key differences. A
will becomes a public document upon your
death when a probate estate is opened; a
trust can remain private. A trust allows for
the management of your assets in the event
of your incompetency; a will does not.
Finally, a trust can provide for distribution
of your assets during your lifetime, at
death, and after your death. However, a
will can only direct the distribution of your
assets after your death.
If you are considering a trust, consult
a qualified estate planning attorney to
determine which trust may be right for
you.
Jessica L. Estes is an elder law and estate planning
attorney at Byrd & Byrd, LLC with offices in
Bowie and Prince Frederick. She can be reached at
301.464.7448 or on the website at byrdandbyrd.
com
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Origins of Mother’s
and Father’s Days

By Leah Lancione
By most accounts the observation of Mother’s Day was
started by Anna Jarvis in 1908 before it became an official U.S.
holiday in 1914. The second Sunday in May is usually celebrated
by giving moms flowers, gifts and cards. History.com notes that
“more phone calls are made on Mother’s Day than any other day
of the year.”
Though Mother’s Day is observed in different ways around
the world, in the United States it is a time to recognize all
mothers, motherhood in general and the positive impact mothers
have had on society.

It is likely that both Howe and Jarvis did not intend for
Mother’s Day to be the commercialized spectacle it is today, with
florists, card companies and other merchants capitalizing on the
holiday. Jarvis worked to keep businesses from profiting from
what she intended to be a more personal family observance. Jarvis
envisioned the holiday as being a day for children to visit their
parents, with mothers wearing a badge and white carnation while
attending church services with the family. Until her death in
1948, Jarvis spent much of her own money trying to legally keep
merchants from using the label “Mother’s Day” and profiting
from the holiday.
Though the day was initiated in the early part
of the 20th century, an official holiday celebrating
fathers was not instituted until much later. In 1966
President Lyndon B. Johnson declared that the third
Sunday in June would be Father’s Day. Though this
was the first time a holiday was officially dedicated
to fathers, the website www.USA.gov explains that
there were earlier celebrations held to commemorate fathers.
“The idea for Father’s Day is attributed to Sonora Dodd, who was
raised by her father after her mother’s death during childbirth.
While listening to a sermon at church on Mother's Day, she
thought about all her father had done for her and her siblings and
decided they should have a day, too.” Since her father’s birthday
was in June, she urged churches in Spokane, Wash., where she
lived, to pay tribute to fathers during that month. Thanks to her
efforts, the first Father’s Day celebration was held there in 1910.
Through the years, more and more people celebrated Father’s
Day and petitioned Congress to make it an official holiday.
President Woodrow Wilson approved of the idea in 1916 but
never signed an official proclamation as he had done for Mother’s
Day. The movement was strengthened more in 1924 as President
Calvin Coolidge made it a national event to “establish more
intimate relations between fathers and their children and to
impress upon fathers the full measure of their obligations.”
As we celebrate both mothers and fathers, it might be good
to honor them in the spirit of Anna Jarvis in a less commercial
way. Perhaps writing your mom or dad a heartfelt letter instead of
simply purchasing a card would work well. If you have the means
and the creative energy, what about putting together a collection
of favorite moments captured in photographs and shared via a
slideshow on the computer?
Anna Jarvis eventually renounced Mother’s Day altogether
because she was so sickened by its commercialization, but I may
resurrect her original tradition of presenting mother with a white
carnation corsage for church. This “old school” demonstration of
admiration just seems to be an easy and elegant way to give mom
the respect she deserves. Similarly, a colored boutonniere would
be a nice touch for dads on their special day!

commemorating her for
the matchless service
she renders to humanity
in every field of life

The mother of Anna Jarvis, Ann Marie Reeves Jarvis of West
Virginia, is, described by Wikipedia as “a social activist, founder
of Mother’s Day Work Clubs, and a unifying force within her
community during the Civil War.” The story goes that Anna
Jarvis’ inspiration to revere her own mother and mothers in
general came after hearing a prayer by her mom in Sunday school:
“I hope and pray that someone, sometime, will found a memorial
mother’s day, commemorating her for the matchless service she
renders to humanity in every field of life. She is entitled to it.”
Well, the elder Jarvis got her wish as just three years after her
death, her daughter held the first official Mother’s Day. Then in
1914, after years of writing politicians, business owners, churches
and beyond, President Woodrow Wilson proclaimed it a national
holiday.
Another notable promoter of a Mother’s Day observance was
the activist, writer and poet, Julia Ward Howe, who is known for
writing the “Battle Hymn of the Republic.” According to www.
Mothersdaycelebration.com Howe suggested creating
a Mother’s Day celebration dedicated to peace. In
1820, she wrote a passionate appeal to women
and urged them to rise against war in her
famous “Mother’s Day Proclamation.”
The history of Mother’s Day around
the world goes a little deeper as the
holiday is derived from the ancient
Greeks and Romans who held annual
Spring festivals dedicated to maternal
goddesses such as Rhea, the mother of
many deities in mythology. Similarly,
the Romans presented a Spring festival to
Cybele, a mother goddess.
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A System CheckUp for

Boomers & Beyond
By Victoria Duncan
Has your computer ever gone wonky on you? Maybe pages and practice gratitude? How do you handle stress? Unhappiness
aren’t displayed correctly, websites are loading too slowly or you and strain take a toll on our physical appearance. We not only
have files that have disappeared. Maybe something just seems wear our heart on our sleeves but, more importantly, on our face!
off, but you haven’t been able to put your finger on it.
Perhaps a few sessions with a therapist or life coach would help
Glancing through the Yellow Pages (do we do that
identify some underlying issues contributing to your selfanymore?) or asking friends for a referral, we
image and also teach you a few new tricks from the
seek out a computer guru to run a system
exciting field of positive psychology so you can
check and tuneup of our laptop so we
learn to maximize all the good things already
can get back to business.
in your life.
As we age, we, too, may feel like
How about your spiritual wellsomething is going wonky or just
being? Fears of the unknown and of our
not quite right. When we look at
inevitable decline and death are natural.
new wrinkles, experience a new
Having a solid faith and spiritual source
ache or pain or feel a nagging
of strength grounds us, serves as a
sense of discontent or emptiness,
reminder of the bigger picture of what
we may be tempted to reach
is important in life, and aids in filling
for the quick fix of plastic
an emptiness within. If this resonates
surgery, an easy antidepressant,
with you, consider talking to a pastor or
an expensive shopping trip or
priest, a spiritual mentor or a pastoral
a luxurious trip abroad. While
counselor about your concerns. Beefing
these feel-good interventions
up a stale or neglected spiritual practice
have their place and are personal
such as prayer, worship or the giving of
choices, doing a simple inventory
your time, talents and resources to others
of ourselves may serve us better
often brings people solace when they face
and help us to make changes in key
the problems of aging.
areas that will provide the most help.
Finally, check on your financial health.
An occasional system check will keep
Are financial worries weighing you down
us humming along in optimal shape for
and wearing you out? If you opt for a quick fix
facing the inevitable challenges that come
like plastic surgery or an expensive vacation, can
with being an older adult.
you afford the substantial cost of this choice without
To start your personal system check, take a look
straining your budget? Consider consulting a financial
at what makes you tick in specific areas that combine to give you planner who can guide you to better handle your resources.
that overall feeling of well-being and satisfaction. If there are
After your system check is done, and you’ve taken the steps
glaring deficiencies, schedule a tuneup for those deficiencies or to address any problem areas, reassess your need for that quick fix.
concerns.
Perhaps, it won’t seem as necessary now. It may be that you are
Start with your physical health. Are you fit and at an happier settling for a makeup consultation and wardrobe change
appropriate weight for your height and body type? Are there
to update your image or a less costly
bad habits, such as smoking or drinking too
weekend getaway. However, if you do
much alcohol, that need to be addressed? How’s
decide to splurge on a big-ticket item,
your energy level and sleeping habits? Getting
the effort you put into your system
enough rest not only makes one look better, but
check will be time well spent in any
will make you feel better. Finally, do you follow
case. Put in the car vernacular, a
,
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Bees in Your Backyard:
A Hobby Full of Sweetness and Light
By Kirsten S. Traynor
Have you toyed with the idea of keeping your own honeybee
hive? Perhaps you want pollinators for your garden. Or maybe a
taste of honey from a local beekeeper stirred a desire to harvest
your own. Possibly you’ve heard bees are disappearing and thought
you could help by keeping a hive.
If you’re curious about bees, you’re not alone. You’ve joined
a growing crowd that stretches back through time. Bees have
fascinated mankind since before there were written languages.
Around 8,000 B.C. our ancestors painted an encounter with bees
in bold, red paint on cave walls in what today is Valencia, Spain.
To this day honey hunters in Nepal risk their lives for a taste of
nature’s first sweetener, climbing down cliff walls to access wild
bee hives off rope ladders.
Modern day beekeeping doesn’t require risking your life. It’s
a wonderful hobby that you can enjoy in almost any environment,
from the countryside to cities. Bees are generalists, foraging
on a wide variety of flowering plants. They will sup on maple
blossoms, dandelions, clover and the many flowering trees lining
city streets and parks. Every third bite we eat is due to the efforts
of pollinators like honeybees, who pollinate over 100 different
agricultural crops from almonds to zucchini.
Owning and working honeybee hives have given me a
newfound appreciation for nature. I have become a farmer who
watches the changing seasons and sees our bees flit from flower to
flower. Developing a keen eye for observing the subtle signs of life
unfolding around me stays with me, even during the cold months
of Winter when the hives’ inhabitants must cluster together for
warmth. While thousands of bees huddle together, vibrating their
wing muscles to generate heat, I’m inside, spooning into a jar of
Summer sunshine harvested from our backyard. Honey—liquid
gold—was once so valuable beekeepers could use it to pay their
taxes.
Despite all our experience with bees, the hives still surprise us.
I love opening a hive. Remove the lid, slip out a frame and instead
of order, you see a chaotic jumble of moving bees. Out of this
cacophony, the colony grows, produces wax, makes honey,
although no one is in command.
Tasks are accomplished.
Each individual responds to
cues nearby, and takes on a job.
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Genetic diversity ensures individuals have different preferences,
different thresholds for specific tasks. Much like a large family
getting together over the holidays, everyone pitches in and helps
where they can. And what a monumental effort; bees must
visit 2 million blossoms to produce a pound of honey.
A small colony, with a little
tending, grows large and strong.
Time slows when working on
a hive. Focusing on the task at
hand, I move through the hive,
frame by frame, losing time, but
gaining perspective on the health
of the hive. Though these wild
creatures will never
be tamed, they are
my colonies, my
bees. I tend them
and the problems,
obligations and the
ever-growing, neverending to-do list of my
life disappear.
Opening a hive forces you to slow down, to
observe and to appreciate the beauty of the seasons.
Honeybees are a keystone species, helping to keep
our ecosystem in balance. They face many challenges in
our modern world: a fragmented agricultural landscape,
increased pesticides use and new parasites introduced through
globalization. But bees have survived for 80 million years. With
our help, they’ll continue to thrive for generations.
Bees gave our ancestors “sweetness and light” in the form of
honey and wax. We no longer need honey to sweeten our daily
bread or beeswax to light the darkness. Yet honeybees continue
to sweeten and lighten our lives, simply by illuminating the
interwoven web of life.
Kirsten won her first honey bee hive in a raffle and has been following a beeline
ever since. She and her husband Michael recently published Simple, Smart
Beekeeping, a guide to keeping healthy honey bee hives illustrated with more
than 190 images. Find her online at www.mdbee.com and on Twitter
@flowerlovebees
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Honey Bees at a Glance
A honey bee colony has up to 50,000 bees. This hive
has only one queen; she can live two to five years. During
the Summer, a healthy hive produces a few thousand male
bees called drones. All the rest of the bees are female
workers. In warm weather, these worker bees live just six
weeks, while Winter worker bees can live several months.
Honey bee colonies in Maryland can produce 50 pounds
or more of honey annually, depending on the nectar
sources in your area. They will pollinate crops in a one- to
three-mile radius.
Beekeepers typically start a hive with 1) a threepound bundle of live bees shipped with a caged queen via
mail, 2) a nuc, or miniature nucleus colony with four or
five drawn combs full of honey, pollen and baby bees, or
3) a swarm. A nuc is the easiest option and will provide
the greatest chance of success. Ideally keep at least two
to three hives, so you can compare colonies and help out
a weak one, by strengthening it with bees from another.
Most beekeepers keep bees in rectangular boxes with
moveable frames, a design introduced in the 1850s by
the Rev. Lorenzo Langstroth. Commercial beekeepers
typically run their hives in Langstroth deeps, which can
weigh more than 100 pounds. We prefer to run our hives
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in Langstroth mediums and use this single-comb size
throughout our hive, which enables us to manage hives
efficiently.
There are numerous equipment options available and
many beekeeping suppliers. The big suppliers are Dadant
(dadant.com), Mann Lake (mannlakeltd.com) and
Brushy Mountain (brushymountainbeefarm.com).
We frequently buy equipment from a Mennonite
supplier, Beeline Apiaries & Woodenware, which offers a
complete hive setup with three medium boxes for $130. A
list of essential equipment can be found on our website:
www.mdbee.com
Beekeeping equipment, hives and bees to keep
three colonies will cost approximately $1,000 to $1,500,
depending on your suppliers. However, if you manage your
hives well, these are one-time startup costs. If properly
maintained, the hive equipment lasts 10 to 30 years.
Bees are typically delivered in April through June. It
is best to order during the Winter, because many suppliers
sell out early. While it may be too late to get bees this year,
it’s never too early to plan for next year. Join your local
beekeeping association. The Maryland State Beekeepers
Association (mdbeekeepers.org) lists county clubs.
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Strategies for
Improving Your Memory
By Leah Lancione
“It’s normal to forget things from time to time, and it’s
normal to become somewhat more forgetful as you age,” so says
the Harvard Health Publications website of the Harvard Medical
School. The question is whether your memory loss is within the
scope of normal now that you’re older. The Harvard site says that
unless these memory flaws “are extreme and persistent—they
are not considered indicators of Alzheimer’s or other memoryimpairing illnesses.” So you forget where you put your keys from
time to time or have difficulty recalling a name instantly or even
forgetting about an appointment. It doesn’t mean you need to be
alarmed.
First, it’s important to point out that memory is divided
into short term and long term. According to www.psychcentral.
com “Short-term memory is the kind of memory our brain
uses to store small pieces of information needed right away, like
someone’s name when you meet for the first time. Research has
demonstrated that short-term memory’s capacity is about seven
pieces of information. After that, something has to go. Long-term
memory is for things you don’t need to remember this instant.” A
memorable moment or event is the type of information stored in
long-term memory.
The American Psychological Association (APA) offers the
following strategies “to compensate for mild memory loss and
help people adapt to memory problems,” including (www.apa.
org/topics/learning/enhance-memory.aspx):
• Take mental snapshots. Try to form a strong association
with information as you learn it, such as taking a mental
snapshot of where you place your keys.
• Train your brain to remember. For example, to learn
a new name, use mnemonic devices to link the new
information with familiar information. Another
technique is “vanishing cues.” If you can’t remember a
name, write down any letters you can remember. Then
fill in more and more until your recall kicks in.
• Take advantage of technology. For example, use a
paging system to remember appointments or other
important dates. Also, a specially programmed personal
digital assistant can help users.
• Keep your spirits up. Memory problems can affect
mood. Exercise and mentally stimulating activities can
help.

A reassuring piece of research the APA cites is that “for the
human brain, there's no such thing as over the hill. Psychologists
researching the normal changes of aging have found that although
some aspects of memory and processing change as people get
older, simple behavior changes can help people stay sharp for as
long as possible.”
An example of these simple behavior changes include playing
cards whether online or with friends, completing crossword
puzzles, doing Sudoku or even socializing with friends and family,
will stimulate the brain, increase memory function and improve
your ability to store and recall information.
Luminosity.com is an online service that enables users to
engage in games and tools designed by a team of neuroscientists.
The personalized program will, in essence, be akin to having a
personal trainer to help exercise your brain 15 minutes a day
three to five times a week. Exercises are classified in the following
categories: memory, attention, speed, flexibility and problemsolving. You select further category specifications based on what
you want to improve specifically. To set your priorities for brain
training and to start, try the Fit Test. You must sign up and create
an account. It’s free.
Psychcentral.com makes an important point that “anything
that generally improves your brain health may also have a positive
impact on your memory.” Therefore, daily physical exercise
as well as brain-stimulating exercises can only have a positive
impact on your brain health and memory. Also, the site suggests
eating right, getting enough sleep and keeping stress levels in
check to get your memory functioning at its optimum.
Check out the following article from Psychology Today that
offers a free exercise to increase your memory dramatically by
teaching you how to tap into the visual portion of your brain:
www.psychologytoday.com/blog/gifted-ed-guru/201402/
how-improve-your-memory-instantly Don’t forget to take the
experts’ advice and be proactive about your memory.
If you are concerned that your memory loss is excessive or
that your ability to carry out everyday activities is impaired, the
Mayo Clinic www.mayoclinic.org recommends consulting your
doctor to have a physical exam as well as one that will assess
your problem-solving skills and memory. Other tests may also be
conducted to see if there are any underlying conditions causing
the memory loss or problem-solving difficulties.

If it didn’t work out today why not try again tomorrow?
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What is Rotator Cuff Disease?
Cyrus Lashgari, MD
Rotator cuff disease is one of the most prevalent
musculoskeletal disorders treated by orthopedic surgeons. Patients
complain of pain over their shoulder that radiates to the elbow.
The pain is often worse at night and can wake patients from
sleep. Lifting the arm up or back exacerbates the pain. Knowing
how your rotator cuff disease developed is critical when deciding
treatment with your doctor. There are two major theories about
why rotator cuff disease develops:
Wear and Tear. The tendons get impinged or pinched
against the top bone in the shoulder as the arm is raised overhead.
Repeated lifting can lead to a gradual tearing of the tendon over
time.
Degeneration. The tendons degenerate over time and with
age. Studies show that as we age, blood flow naturally decreases,
limiting the tendons ability to heal. Most people with rotator cuff
disease over the age of 70 have minimal to no symptoms or pain.
The rotator cuff does not have the ability to heal once torn.
If left untreated, the tear often enlarges and the muscles tend to
atrophy, or shrink. The injured muscle will also degrade, turning
into fatty tissue. These changes will not improve even after
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surgery. Knowing this, many patients often conclude that surgery
is the best option. Some cases should be fixed right away, but
often nonoperative treatment should be tried first.
Rotator cuff tears tend to be more symptomatic in younger
patients and those with recent injuries. These cases are treated
more aggressively because of the risk of tear progression and
muscle degeneration. Doctors will often choose to fix tears early
before these changes occur.
If nonoperative treatment is chosen, yearly surveillance of the
rotator cuff tear with MRI is often recommended to avoid the
problems of tear enlargement and muscle degeneration.
Patients should discuss the risks and benefits of both
operative and nonoperative management. When making
treatment decisions, consider the size of the tear, the quality of
the muscle, and the age of the patient. With this information,
patients can decide their best option.
Cyrus Lashgari, MD, is an orthopedic surgeon with Anne Arundel Medical
Group Orthopedic and Sports Medicine Specialists where he treats patients
with conditions affecting the shoulder and elbow. He can be reached at
410.280.4708. For more information, visit www.osmc.net
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Tips for Getting
Yourself Back to Sleep
By Leah Lancione
Everyone knows getting enough and quality sleep is vital
to overall well-being. However, many people continue to deal
with sleepless nights or erratic sleep patterns. The National
Sleep Foundation (sleepfoundation.org) advises that even
though changes in sleep patterns are a normal part of the
aging process, “as people age they tend to have a harder time
falling asleep and more trouble staying asleep when they were
younger.” The foundation also reminds us that the need for
adequate sleep does not change throughout adulthood. Even
though we may find it easier to be an early riser later in life, or
that we’ve retired, it doesn’t mean going on less sleep is a good
thing. So, what to do if we find ourselves “going bump in the
night?”
The foundation says changes in “sleep architecture,” or
“patterns of our sleep,” are what cause older individuals to
have sleep problems, whether it’s waking throughout the night
or waking too early. Besides giving up caffeinated drinks in
the evening, there are a few tactics that may just work for you
when you can’t stay asleep. Some of the strategies aren’t so
much things to do as they are things not to do when lying in
bed staring at the ceiling.
WebMD (www.webmd.com) suggests staying in bed for
another 10 minutes after you wake up without clock-watching.
Instead of staring at the clock, the site suggests keeping clocks
out of sight and staying what feels like 10 minutes because
counting the minutes causes more undue stress. “As comfy as
your bed may be, it's best to leave your bedroom when you get
up.” This is important since your bedroom should be viewed
only as a place to sleep. Go to another room to do something
calm and soothing that may lull you back into sleep mode.
Possible activities include:
• Reading
• Listening to music
• Meditating
• Doing relaxation exercises
While sleep experts recommend trying to soothe yourself
back to sleep by engaging in relaxing actions, they suggest
resisting the urge to do work or turn on the TV or computer
because these stimulating activities “reinforce the habit of
waking early.” Plus, anything that has a lit-up screen could
potentially “trick your brain into thinking it's daytime and that
you need to be awake.”
The Mayo Clinic (www.mayoclinic.org/) offers a few
other approaches to combating what experts there call “sleep
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maintenance insomnia.” The site lists the following approaches
to relieve it:
• Establish a quiet, relaxing bedtime routine.
• Relax your body with yoga or progressive muscle
relaxation.
• Make your bedroom conducive to sleep by keeping
light, noise and temperature at levels that are
comfortable and won't disturb your rest.
• Avoid caffeine after noon, and limit alcohol to one
drink several hours before bedtime.
• Get regular exercise, but don’t exercise too close to
bedtime.
• Go to bed only when you're sleepy.
• Wake up at the same time every day.
• Avoid daytime napping.
Osteopathic physician and best-selling author Dr. Joseph
Mercola offers a few more ways to induce sleep that include
sleeping in complete darkness. That might mean investing in
room-darkening shades and not turning on the light at any
point during the night, keeping the room temperature at no
more than 70 degrees and taking a hot bath 90 to 120 minutes
before bedtime.
There are many nutrition experts who also tout the use of
all-natural sleep aids to bring on sleep. Fitnessmagazine.com
suggests the following foods or beverages have been known to
help folks “win at sleep—without having to hit up the heavyduty drug aisle at your pharmacy.” These all-natural sleep aids
include:
• Kiwis. Two before bedtime “pack a punch of
serotonin.”
• Tart cherry juice. A glass a day “could keep the restless
nights at bay.
• Lavender. “The scent of lavender relaxes your nervous
system.”
• Green tea. The drink contains L theanine, a relaxing
amino acid. About two cups containing 200 milligrams
daily will suffice.
• Bananas. “Bananas contain magnesium which has a
calming effect.”
If none of the above strategies help you fall back to sleep
at night, consult your doctor to see if there are more extensive
underlying factors causing the sleeplessness. For now, good
night and, hopefully, sleep tight!
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The Chickens are Back
By Ellen Moyer
In Annapolis the chickens are here to stay, live chickens that
is, unlike the free-ranging hen of the recent Geico advertisement.
The city’s 16-page rule governing the raising of chickens, to the
disappointment of Foxy Loxy, even demands protection from
predators.
Three years ago a bill introducing the temporary opportunity
to raise chickens in our urban environment created a firestorm
of protest. The City Council squabble resulted in an eventual
celebration called “Hatching the Arts” with the installation of
artful chickens in the city’s art district along West Street. Some
people make fun of them. But I, for one, and my grandkids, enjoy
cruising West Street to admire the chickens that also look like
they too are here to stay for a while. Originally, “art chickens”
were to be auctioned off this year when the live chickens were to
be sent packing.
Since 2012, 16 families have acquired the approval of their
neighbors, paying a $55 fee. They’ve purchased five chickens and
spent a bunch of money for a chicken coop and, of course, the
hens that produced fresh eggs for breakfast became pets. You have

According to an article in Mother
Earth News, eggs from free-range hens, as
compared to those purchased at your local
market, contain:
• one-third less cholesterol
• one-fourth less saturated fat
• two-thirds more vitamin A
• two times more omega-3 fatty acids
• three times more vitamin E
• seven times more beta carotene
The article in its entirety can be viewed
on: www.motherearthnews.com/real-food/
free-range-eggs-zmaz07onzgoe.aspx
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the picture, the law was made permanent and the chickens are
cluck-cluck-clucking away to the delight of their humans.
Several years ago the city staff sponsored a training session
to teach residents how to obtain a permit, the specifics of the law
and provided some information on chickens themselves. Rhode
Island Reds were considered great producers of eggs, but not
friendly—mean-spirited chickens. Brahmas, on the other hand,
were considered docile and good with children.
Under Annapolis law 8:04 Animal Control,
chickens cannot be roasted for a family meal. Eggs
cannot be sold. Roosters are verboten. There is a
five-hen limit. Bordering neighbors must approve.
Site plans for location and design of
the chicken coop are required.
Residents can expect a
visit from city DNEP
inspectors to ensure the
health and well-being of
the hens. The Maryland
egg and poultry laws also
have restrictions. It is not
all that easy to raise chickens
in Annapolis. The county
operates on a different set of
rules governing flocks of six or more. For detailed information
on the specifics for the county log onto www.aacounty.org/
AnimalControl/Resources/Chicken_Duck_Checklist.pdf
But, for city residents, if you have a hankering for fresh eggs
and have room for 10 square feet per chicken and just like the
look of chickens from your kitchen window or deck, then chicken
raising with all its requirements is there for you. The fox, coyote,
eagle and even a black snake may target your yard. Never fear,
your innovative, secure chicken coop will foil them. Your chickens
will be happy and healthy and that once-empty carton of eggs will
be filled to overflowing.
Ellen, former mayor of Annapolis, can be reached at EllenMoyer@yahoo.com
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Oral Cancer and the Scary Truth
By Dr. Joe Passaro
The National Cancer Institute (NCI) estimates that each
year, more than 30,000 people are diagnosed with oral cancer in
the United States. More than two-thirds of the cases occur in
men and most are over the age of 60 years old.
Oral cancer can develop in any part of the oral cavity, which
includes the mouth and lips, or the oropharynx. The oropharynx
consists of the part of the throat at the back of the mouth, which
includes the soft palate, the tonsils and the back of the tongue.
While doctors can’t yet pinpoint the exact cause of oral cancer,
there are a number of risk factors that increase your likelihood
of developing it. The use of tobacco products, such as cigarettes,
cigars, pipes and chewing tobacco, is one of the leading culprits.
Heavy smokers who have prolonged use are at the greatest risk.
Heavy alcohol use is another risk factor for oral cancer. The NCI
reports that 75 percent of people who have oral cancer have used
tobacco, alcohol or both.
Sun exposure can lead to cancer of the lip, and experts
recommend the daily use of SPF lip balm to help reduce the risk.
In recent years, an increase in the incidence of oral cancer has been
linked to the human papilloma virus (HPV), which is a sexually
transmitted disease. HPV-positive oropharyngeal cancers usually
develop in the throat at the base of the tongue and near or on the
tonsils, making them difficult to detect.
Symptoms of oral cancer include sores or irritations that
won’t go away, red or white patches on the inside of the mouth
or throat, and difficulty chewing, swallowing, speaking or moving
your tongue. Common symptoms also include pain or tenderness
in the mouth or lips, a lump or rough spot on the mouth or throat,

and sometimes a change in your occlusion, or the way in which
your teeth fit together when you close your mouth.
When you visit your dentist, make sure to explain your health
history so with that in mind, the dentist can examine your mouth
and throat for signs of oral cancer. The screening at your dentist
consists of a visual inspection and palpation of the jaw and neck.
Screenings can be performed at your regular dental checkups.
While regular visits can’t guarantee prevention of oral cancer
in your lifetime, regular dental visits and screenings can lead to
early detection, which can likely lead to a better outcome. It’s
important to be aware of the symptoms and not to be afraid to
ask your dentist about a possible symptom of oral cancer if you’re
just not sure.
If you do receive a diagnosis, it is important to maintain the
health of your mouth throughout treatment. According to the
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, the first
thing you should do before beginning cancer treatment is to see
your dentist. After your treatment begins, you should make sure to
check your mouth for symptoms and NIDCR also recommends
keeping your mouth moist by drinking lots of water, sucking ice
chips or using sugarless gum or sugar-free hard candy.
Dr. Joe Passaro and his partner, Dr. Woody Wooddell, opened the doors to
their dental practice in Davidsonville in 1981. In addition to caring for their
patients’ dental health by offering general dentistry services, including regular
oral cancer screenings, Drs. Wooddell and Passaro provide expert restorative
and esthetic dental solutions.

Summer Camp for Grown-ups
How many years has it been since you attended
Summer camp? You know, the kind where you get
to sleep over and talk into the wee hours with your
camping buddies. Where you can stay up too late, eat
s’mores, swim in the lake and take a quiet hike.
There’s a plethora of camps available for those past
their childhood years. There are too many to mention
individually, but below are a few excellent sites if you’re
looking for a different adventure with the opportunity
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for unending fun, to learn something new, or travel to
distant shores, meet lots of like-minded people or to
just kick back and enjoy. Take a look. It could be one of
the best experiences you’ve had since scout camp.
•
•
•
•

www.ShawGuides.com/
www.GrownupCamps.com/
www.CIweb.org
www.FolkSchool.org
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By Maureen Smith
Have you always thought of yourself as a
Romeo? Now that you are retired and looking for
any and every chance to get out of the house, why
not form a Romeo Club? There are hundreds of
these fun groups across the country.
And how did they come up with the name Romeo? Try Rich
Old Men Eating Out, Retired Older Men Enjoying Outings,
Respectable Older Men Eating Out and in Houston, you will
find Rice (University) Old Men Eating Out.
The best part is there are no rules to write, no bylaws to
adopt and no minutes to be taken—just a group of men at the
same stage of life getting together to solve the problems of the
world over lunch. They meet once a week or once a month, or
whatever fits the group. They can meet at the same place or try a
new restaurant each time.
Tom Brokaw gave the name “Romeo” notoriety in his book,
The Greatest Generation. As the story goes, John “Lefty” Caulfield,
a school principal retired from the U.S. Navy, started the first
Romeo Club at various dinners in Cambridge, Mass., and he
dubbed it “retired old men eating out.” However, there have been
other references to the founder of the Romeo name and other
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references as to the meaning of the term Romeo.
Many seem to claim the distinction of founding the
name Romeo Club.
Clubs can be just a bunch of good friends getting
together, former work colleagues, those sharing the same interests
or those with varying interests. The less structured the better.
There is currently a Romeo group of retired Naval Academy
professors. Not to be outdone, their wives including me formed a
group called the Juliets. That’s Just Us Ladies Indulgently Eating
Together. For convenience sake, we usually choose the same
restaurant, but eat at different tables. These groups have been
meeting now for several years.
Once the Juliets sent their check to the Romeo table, but it
didn’t work. The waitress returned with an unprintable comment
from the Romeos.
We always enjoy sharing our retirement activities with one
another. So get your friends together now to form your own
Romeos and/or Juliets.
Maureen can be reached at rsmith0636@verizon.net
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PICKLEBALL

FOR FUN, FITNESS AND FRIENDSHIP
By Joanne R. Alloway
When a former racquetball partner from Texas called and
said she was playing pickleball twice a week, I laughed. What on
earth is that, I asked? She couldn’t believe I hadn’t heard of it or
tried it. She said it was the rage in Austin. Was she right? I had
to find out. Pickleball is a fun exercise, a way to make friends
and learn something (almost) new. It is a combination of tennis,
badminton and pingpong played with a whiffle ball and a paddle
on a badminton-size court. It starts with an underhand serve. It’s
played in doubles to 11 points.
The sport originated in 1965 and in 1972 the U.S. Pickleball
Association (USPA) was formed, and a rulebook was written. In
1984 the USPA, with 15,000 members, became the governing
body of the sport. It’s been popular with all age groups, but has
been growing since the boomer population adopted it. Pickleball
is well-suited to the boomer-and-beyond crowd. Using a smaller
court, a lighter ball and paddle (wood or graphite), the sport
avoids joint-jarring. The underhand serve helps keep shoulder
joints painfree. This low-impact, but dynamite sport burns
calories you’re unaware you’re using because you’re too
busy having fun.
Places to play this sport in Annapolis include
the Roger Pip Moyer Recreation Center
(RPMRC) and Heritage Harbor’s Lodge. In an
interview with Phyllis Emmett, coordinator of
Pickleball for RPMRC, she said the current
hours to play are: Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 8 a.m. until 11 a.m. and Tuesday
evenings from 6 to 9 p.m. in the auxiliary
gym. It’s a drop-in program, so you don’t
need to bring a partner. The rules
are fairly straightforward. Phyllis
explains them and welcomes
newcomers to visit. Phyllis said
the RPMRC has some paddles,
which beginners may borrow
until they have their own. They
are lightweight—approximately 6 to
12 ounces—compared to those used for tennis and racquetball.
Phyllis also mentioned that there are players of all ages and skill
levels, from beginner to proficient. The age range varies, but the
average age there is between 66 and 68 years old. She also said
there are as many men as women playing, although the men tend
to be more aggressive and often play among themselves. For a
RPMRC fee schedule, call 410.263.7958, as there are options.
At Heritage Harbor, you must either be a resident or be
a guest of one to play. Doug Cook, an 84-year-old player and
manager of the group, told me they have 80 registered members,
ranging in age from late 50s to mid-80s. They have three courts
set up outdoors and two indoor for year-round play. Their playing
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schedule is Monday through Friday, with some evening hours.
Call Doug at 410.573.0707 for details.
Other pickleball locations within the Anne Arundel County
area: Bowie Municipal Gymnasium, Bowie Community Center,
South Bowie Community Center, North Laurel Community
Center, Benfield Sports Center in Millersville, Severna Park
Community Center and Edgewater Senior Center. Check www.
usapa.org/places-to-play-pickleball/ for details and
other locations across the state and country.
Getting started is easy: Show up dressed to play
at the time listed for your location, pay the small fee
and a coordinator will go over the rules and pair you
with someone. You should catch on quickly. Some
players enjoy the game so much that they play two
or three times per week. Others combine pickleball
with their existing walking, yoga or gym programs.
Players who really get into this sport eventually go to
tournaments, a competitive arena for pickleballer’s at
the top of their game.
Jolyn Kuhn, of Myrtle Beach, S.C., an
avid outdoor pickleball player, says, “It’s a great
noncontact sport. I play my first game of the day
with my husband, Richard. After that, he plays with
the guys and I play with the women. We play for
three hours sometimes. When we travel, we try to
find pickleball courts; we’ve played in Annapolis.”
Jolyn has medaled in tournaments, after playing for
only three years. “The more you play, the better you
get!” she insists. “This is a sport for all ages. We have
90-year-olds playing! And it’s very social, what could
be better?”
Joanne is an author and freelance writer and can be contacted
at jrwrite@aol.com
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Hospice of the Chesapeake’s
Caring for Life Campaign
Changes the Landscape of Care

By Bruce Jacobs
“Caring for Life,” the Hospice of the Chesapeake’s $15
million campaign to help assure compassionate end-of-life
care for all, is gaining support throughout the region.
Big changes are ahead for health and the aging in our
communities. As medical advances help many more people to
live longer with advanced illness, more patients and families
face new choices. What do they want from the best medical
treatments available in order to lead the life they choose?
How do they start hard conversations with loved ones about
planning ahead for living a good life when health challenges
arise?
Hospice of the Chesapeake’s Caring for Life Campaign
draws support from donors throughout the region. They see
that everyone gains when all are assured access to top-flight
care for advanced illness and grieving in the years ahead,
regardless of patients’ ability to pay. Caring for Life is making
this a reality in care, in community programs and in planning
for the costs of caring for all.
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A new 14-bed inpatient care center, opening in the Fall
this year on Hospice of the Chesapeake’s new John & Cathy
Belcher Campus in Pasadena, will give patients and families
state-of-the-art care in a lush, peaceful space. Public programs
such as the courageous conversations series will open
communication between medical experts and community
members, including topics such as how to talk and plan
with loved ones about late-life health decisions. Building on
Hospice of the Chesapeake’s long-term funds will sustain care
for generations to come.
Watch for the launch this Spring of the CaringforLifeMD.
org website of the Caring for Life Campaign, where you
can watch families tell their own stories about what hospice
care has made possible for them, and learn more about what
hospice does and how to give.
Bruce is a communications specialist at Hospice of the Chesapeake.
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Healthy and Happy at Sea
By Kathryn Marchi
It's always big news when a cruise ship has to return to port
because of an outbreak of illness among the passengers. Hardearned vacations are ruined and the cruise line loses money and
time, right along with its employees. The cruise line's reputation
is greatly diminished which means fewer bookings for future
cruises. Everybody loses.
The most common virus that may take hold on a ship is
called "norovirus," a very contagious gastrointestinal illness
that can infect anyone. It is contracted from an infected person,
contaminated food or water, or by touching contaminated
surfaces. This virus is not necessarily life-threatening, but is very
uncomfortable and debilitating at the time. Of course, folks with
compromised immune systems can suffer unwanted complications
from it.
So the question is: What are the various cruise lines doing to
prevent an outbreak of illness onboard their ships?
On a recent Caribbean cruise with Holland America, I
decided to find out. When boarding the ship, Zuiderdam, every
passenger was required
to fill out a public
health
questionnaire
that was then verified
by a security officer. It
behooves each passenger
to be completely honest
when filling out this
form. Once onboard,
hand sanitizers were quite visible everywhere: along passageways,
at entrances and exits of all restaurants and other food courts,
public toilets and even on computer terminals in the ship's library.
They were also placed at strategic sites for passengers leaving and
returning from various shore excursions. Each stateroom had an
informational booklet, which listed common sense guidelines for
daily, routine hygiene:
• Wash hands often and thoroughly with hot soapy water
for 20 seconds before eating, after using the toilet and
smoking.
• Make a habit of using available hand sanitizers.
• Keep hands away from mouth, nose and eyes.
• Sneeze or cough into elbow or tissues.
• Use tissue or toilet paper to open or close public toilet
doors or flush toilets.
• If you become ill, isolate yourself in your stateroom after
notifying the front office.
Of course, these are the obvious means of preventing the
spread of illness on board the ship. But what is being done behind
the scenes by the cruise line on your behalf ?

I spoke with a member of the ship's staff, Hotel Director
Boban Zivkovic, and met with him for over an hour in his office.
Mr. Zivkovic explained that the CDC (Centers for Disease
Control) and the cruise industry work very closely together. The
CDC has developed a special sanitation program and manual
called "Vessel Sanitation Program" and all cruise lines abide by it.
For details go to www.cdc.gov/nceh/vsp/
From seminars with the CDC, Holland America determined
that the first 48 hours of a cruise is the most critical time for
spread of disease since symptoms of illness are usually manifested
during that time. The ship's crew sets about sanitizing all high
traffic and public areas: lounges, bars, restaurants, public toilets,
accommodation corridors, walls, chairs and "common touch
points" such as hand rails, elevator buttons, door knobs. This is
done to prevent cross-contamination in case someone was ill
when they came onboard.
On day three of the cruise, the entire ship gets "supersanitized" with a sanitizing agent called Oxyvir. All crewmembers
are recruited and all public areas both
inside and out are completely washed
down. Thereafter, each night of the cruise,
public touching areas are again sanitized
and continue to be wiped down during
the day. If passengers become ill, the
ship's staff is advised and the sanitizing
process begins again.
During this 48-hour time frame,
where self-service is needed in public dining areas and buffets
(salad bars and bread stations), utensils are changed every 20
minutes. They are color-coded and numbered for accuracy of time.
Zivkovic said that all crew aboard the ship are trained
in sanitation education training following a protocol called,
"Onboard Prevention Procedures." Each department has a
checklist of duties and procedures for basic hygiene and sanitation
throughout their domain. These check lists are submitted to the
hotel director on a daily basis. Two examples are:
• Housekeeping The crew sanitizes the bathrooms in
each stateroom twice daily. If they become aware that
any guest is ill, they will report it to medical personnel.
Other crewmembers are also required to report these
incidents.
• Food Service All kitchen staff and servers practice basic
sanitation procedures mandated by the aforementioned
manual, "Vessel Sanitation Program." These include
frequent washing hands, wearing plastic gloves when
handling ready-to-eat food and changing gloves
between tasks.

the first 48 hours
of a cruise is the
most critical time
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One cannot separate food preparation and the food itself.
According to the cruise line, all foods are purchased from
certified suppliers who practice the guidelines mentioned earlier.
This means that food at the source and onboard is consistently
maintained in the correct storage temperature range. Produce
and fruit are thoroughly washed in a special sanitizing solution.
Preparation of all food is done in a very clean environment where
hands, surfaces and utensils are washed routinely and kept in their
particular prep area. To prevent spoilage, potentially hazardous
food is kept out for consumption for a maximum of four hours,
before being discarded.
Cleanup is another important aspect of disease prevention:
Dishes and utensils are put through a rigid five-step cleaning
program in large dishwashers: prewashing, washing, rinsing,
sanitizing and air drying.
Now, what about the ship's water supply? Even though the
water system is "reverse osmosis," a water purification system
producing potable water, many folks prefer not to drink the tap
water in their stateroom bathrooms. On request for a minimal
fee, bottled water is routinely provided in each stateroom , at any
place on the ship and also in minibars.
All of this information about a healthy cruise would not
be complete without discussing medical personnel. A medical
doctor, nurses and nurse practitioners sail with each ship. They
have medicines needed for either intestinal or upper respiratory
infections and a sick bay is provided for more serious cases. Many
ships also have a pharmacy for a limited amount of medicines. If
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passengers become ill, they are given medication and quarantined
to their stateroom or the sick bay until the medical staff deems
them healthy and no longer infectious. It should be noted that
costs incurred during a medical situation are the responsibility of
individual passengers. It is best to check your health insurance to
see just what is covered in this scenario.
During this process of researching a cruise line's efforts to
provide a healthy sailing environment for guests and crew, it
became very clear that the process requires a partnership between
a ship and its passengers. On the cruise line’s behalf, Zivkovic
stated, "We are doing everything practicable in minimizing and
reducing the potential cross-contamination and spread of germs
in public spaces, but we know we cannot completely eliminate
this possibility." This statement makes it clear that the ship and
its crew are supporting their part of the partnership. It then
behooves guests to bear their responsibility in the equation and
follow the ship's requirements stated in the brochures given out
upon boarding.
Basically, Zivkovic said it all boils down to, "The single most
important factor in personal hygiene and prevention of illness
onboard (and ashore), is proper hand-washing in addition to
hand sanitizing with sanitizers throughout the ship."
Kathryn continues to enjoy travels with her husband and particularly
appreciates the convenience of being on board a cruise ship while visiting
destinations in a shorter amount of time, She can be reached at marchi-wre@
mris.com
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Polocrosse:
King of the One-Horse SportS

By Betsy Hickok
Polocrosse is similar to lacrosse
except it may be more fun. It’s played
on horseback. Known as the king of the
one-horse sports, it’s unlike polo where a
player has several horses available to play.
In polocrosse, only one horse can be played
by a player per tournament. This requires
excellent horsemanship, keeping your
animal fit and playing safely to remain in
the game.
Played internationally in countries all
around the globe, it is an excellent family
sport where several generations may
play at levels from juniors for children,
on through masters for the children’s
grandparents. Grade levels progress from
D level for beginners to A grade for the
most advanced players. When players are
not on the field they may well be umpiring
a game, announcing play, scorekeeping or
tending goal.
No particular breed of horse is
required. Any horse, which is athletic,
quick and level-headed is appropriate.
Quarter horses and thoroughbreds are
particularly well adapted to the sport.
Young players often begin by playing on
ponies.
Many of the players own their horses
and bring them along. Strict rules about
the use of tack, including riding crops,
spurs and the type of bits used are enforced
for the safety and well-being of the horses.
A Western saddle with a large horn
protruding from the center is not allowed
as a player would be injured bending down
to pick up the ball. The Australian stock
saddle, a hybrid of English and Western
saddles, is commonly used.
Each rider carries a polocrosse racquet
in their dominant hand. The racquet is
approximately three and one-half feet
long and has a round head with a string
net to catch and throw the ball, much like
a lacrosse stick. The ball is about 4 inches
across and made of dense foam rubber. It
can be bounced, thrown or rolled during
play. There are strict rules about proper
racquet use: wild swings, down hits, hitting
your horse or other riders with the racquet
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are not allowed and stiff penalties are
imposed for infractions.
Polocrosse
has
a
relatively
straightforward set of rules, which apply to
all levels of play. The purpose is to first keep
the horses safe, then keep the people safe
and finally to make the game challenging.
Each team has two sections of three
players each. A game is played in four
chukkas, or play periods, each one is eight
minutes long. The first section plays the
first chukka, the second section plays the
second chukka, the first section comes
back for the third chukka and the second
section returns for the last. The relatively
small size of the playing field—about half
of a polo or football field—makes the game
quick, requiring an agile horse. Horses are
able to rest, cool down and drink water
between chukkas, which makes it possible
to play with only one horse.
Each section has a number one, two
and three player. The number one plays
offense and scores goals, the number two
plays midfield supporting play and the
number three defends the goal.
Play begins on the sidelines at
midfield with each section lining up in
front of the umpire before the ball is
thrown in. When the ball is thrown, all
the players try to get it and play begins.
Possession of the ball is all-important in
this fast-moving sport, and it’s a real tussle,
because players can push one another
with their horses to cause a foul, uphit a player’s racquet to dislodge
the ball and run interference for a
teammate.
Players may not “T-bone,”
or cross in front of the line of play
possibly causing a collision, ride too
closely behind another player which
could cause injury to the back end
of the front horse or the front end
of the horse in back. Again, it’s
safety first, then play on.
When scoring a goal,
only the one and three players
are allowed in the end zone.
There is a 10-yard semicircle

at the goal posts. When scoring a goal the
number one must be in the end zone but
outside the semicircle. The number three
can be anywhere in the end zone trying to
defend the goal and block a score.
There are several polocrosse clubs
in this region—Bay Area, Sugarloaf and
Heartland. Tournaments are great fun,
and you can go to the website of the
American Polocrosse Association www.
americanpolocrosse.org for a listing of
tournaments in the area.
This is a great spectator sport, so bring
a lawn chair and picnic to a tournament
and watch all the fun and excitement. Feel
free to approach players with questions
about the game. If you’re a horse enthusiast,
borrow a player’s racquet and ask them to
throw the ball for you a bit (while on the
ground) and see how it feels. You may just
find your next horse activity obsession!
Betsy, a licensed clinical professional counselor,
is a family therapist in Annapolis who also
offers clients equine-assisted growth and learning.
You may contact her at betsy@learnwithhorses.com
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Not-to-be-Missed
Musical Offerings
By Sally Ehrle
Throughout the year musical events
can be found in and around the Annapolis
area. More classical offerings can be found
Fall through Spring and with Summer
comes outdoor music. In addition to the
public and church concert venues listed
below, Annapolis offers music headliners
at Ramshead On Stage and musicians and
jazz at 49 West. Both offer food and drink.
Here is but a partial list of upcoming musical
events in the area.
Anne Arundel Community College
in Arnold hosts hundreds of events open
to the public year-round, usually in the
Pascal Center. Enjoy the AACC Symphony
Orchestra Saturday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m.: the
AACC Concert Band on Sunday, May 3, at
2 p.m.; the Jazz Ensemble Spring Concert
also on May 3 at 7:30 p.m. and the Dance
Company appears on Saturday and Sunday,
May 9 and 10, at 8 p.m. In June listen in on
the World Class Jazz Series on Saturday,
June 27, at 8 p.m. (Humanities Bldg., Rm
112.) Prices $10-15 with discounts. (www.
aacc.edu/performingarts/events.cfm)
Maryland Hall for the Creative
Arts with its renovated theater and new
acoustics and lighting is home to four
resident companies: the Annapolis Opera,
Annapolis Symphony Orchestra (ASO),
the Annapolis Chorale/Live Arts Maryland
and Ballet Theatre of Maryland. On Friday
and Saturday, May 8 and 9, at 8 p.m. enjoy
ASO, our regional symphony perform music
by R. Schumann, Lieberson and Sibelius
with Kelly O’Conner, mezzo soprano ($3560). Two other May offerings are Saturday,
May 2, at 7 p.m. A Capella Showcase ($23),
and on Sunday, May 17, at 8 p.m. Todd
Rundgren, pop to progressive rock ($65-75).
(www.marylandhall.org)
Historic St. Anne’s Episcopal Church
in Annapolis has completed its Fallthrough-Spring concert series. The church
is the location for a Live Arts Maryland
concert on Mother’s Day Sunday, May 10,
at 3 p.m. with the Washington Symphonic
Brass, Renaissance to Rock, $25. (www.
liveartsmaryland.org)
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St. Margaret’s Church offers a concert
series ending in June. The two remaining
concerts are Sunday, May 10, at 4 p.m. with
David and Ginger Hildebrand appearing on
Friday, June 12, at 7:30 p.m. Duo Chiaroscuro
(cello/piano), both concerts $15. (www.stmargarets.org)
333 Coffeehouse located at the Friends
Church of Annapolis is the site for folk and
acoustic music usually on third Fridays at
7:30 p.m. ($12 with discounts). On Friday,
May 15, hear Cindy Kallet & Greg Larsen.
On Friday, June 19, Glyn Collison and
Andrew Marcus provide English folk music.
(www.fsgw.org/333)
The Unitarian Universalist Church of
Annapolis recently celebrated one year of
monthly fourth Friday 8 p.m. concerts with
concert pianist Brian Ganz and friends. Ganz
serves as artistic director and is a periodic
performer. Hear United Jazz Ensemble in an
innovative jazz program on Friday, May 22.
On Friday, June 26, Trio Galilie (early music
of the British Isles) is featured. Concerts
continue monthly, except for December,
allowing for an indoor option during hot
Summer months. www.uuannapolis.org/
slider/fourth-friday

OUTDOOR
CONCERTS

(weather permitting)
bring blankets or folding chairs

Historic London Town provides a
water’s view, but moves inside if rainy. An
ensemble of the Londontowne Symphony
will perform Saturday, May 16, at 1 p.m.. The
Summer concert season on the lawn starts
Sunday, July 5, at 5 p.m. with Wall and Frye,
donations accepted, food available. www.
historiclondontowne.com
Maryland Hall begins its Summer
concert series (inside, if rain) on Thursday,
June 18, at 6:30 p.m. with Deanna Bogart,
“Blues and Boogie” (piano and sax). Dates
and times of additional concerts available
online at www.marylandhall.org

US Navy (Academy) Band on
Annapolis Dock has been providing music
for midshipmen and the surrounding
community since 1852. A special July 4th
concert celebrates the patriotic holiday and
begins at 8 p.m. Their Summer concert series
is Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. weekly beginning
July 7 and continuing through Aug. 4. Music
styles range from classical to contemporary.
For more information see www.usna.edu/
USNABand/groups/index.php
Annapolis Maritime Museum offers
10 weeks of music in their Tides and Tunes
Summer concert series against the backdrop
of the Chesapeake Bay. The series begins
Thursday, June 18, with the Eastport Oyster
Boys. A dance group, The Shatners, performs
Thursday, June 25, and the Celtic rock band
Dublin 5 can be heard Thursday, July 2.
The 7-8:30 p.m. concerts are sponsored by
WRNR, food available. www.amaritime.
org
New Towne Center in Annapolis offers
family-friendly Friday, 7-8:30 p.m. concerts
June 5 – Aug. 28. Concerts are weekly and
lively with jazz, pop, rock, blues and more.
Rain dates are Sundays, 5-6:30 p.m. Bring
folding chairs or sit in the food/beverage
area. www.visitatc.com
Quiet Waters Park in Annapolis begins
their Saturday Summer outdoor concert
series on Saturday, July 11, with Sweet Leda,
at 6:30 p.m. and ends on Labor Day weekend
with the popular ASO concert Saturday, Sept.
5, at 5 p.m. Programs include popular music,
military bands and more. Check website for
upcoming programs www.aacounty.org/
RecParks/concerts.cfm
Downs Park in Pasadena has concerts
on Sundays, June through Sept. 6, at 8 p.m.
Upcoming are June 7 – Mr. B and the Tides
(Oldies); June 14 – Pet Rock (Oldies); June
21 – Tumblehome (American Roots); and
June 28 – “Ain’t Misbehavin” (Big Band). See
www.aacounty.org/RecParks/concerts.cfm
Sally manages a concert series for her community, assists
a church concert series and has volunteered at Maryland
Hall for the Creative Arts for several years. She can be
reached at sehrle@verizon.net
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Lafayette,
We are Here
By Vernon Penner
In June 1917, after departing from New York harbor under
top secrecy, Gen. John Pershing arrived in France as commander
of the Allied Expeditionary Force (AEF) to link up with AngloFrench forces locked in a three-year-long stalemate with the
Central Powers of Germany and Austria-Hungary. Pershing’s
game plan was clearly to reassure the Allies that the AEF was in
Europe to fight and to turn the tide in what was already known
as the Great War. So “Black Jack” Pershing decided to make a
sudden show of American presence and, at the head of the 16th
Infantry Regiment, he marched through Paris toward the battle
front. But he made one historic stop. Pershing halted at the tomb
of Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette and paid tribute to
this American Revolutionary War hero with a salute. And the
immortal words were said, “Lafayette, we are here.”
Like any good West Point cadet, Gen. Pershing knew his
military history. French support had tipped the balance to end
the lengthy Revolutionary War at the Battle of Yorktown in 1781.
No one had played a greater role in rallying that support than
Lafayette. At 17, the Marquis had first come to America in 1777
to volunteer his services in the Continental Army and, along
with receiving a commission as major general, he had developed
a close relationship with Washington. Wounded at the Battle of
Brandywine, Lafayette returned to France and spent the next two
years trying to secure military assistance from the French Crown
on behalf of American independence. When King Louis XVI
agreed to send a fleet of ships and a well-equipped force of 5,000
troops, it was Lafayette, now turned 21, who carried the word
back to Washington on a just-completed, three-masted frigate
named L’Hermione that had a gilded-lion figurehead on the bow
and its name and the fleur-de-lis on the stern.
L’Hermione had a short but distinguished career after
transporting the Marquis to Boston in a 38-day voyage in 1780.
She fought several successful naval engagements and was part of
the French blockade in the decisive Yorktown battle. Sadly, she

was wrecked a few years later in a storm off the French coast of
Brittany, but her legacy of shared friendship and values lives on,
thanks to a group of inspired French who decided 20 years ago
to build a replica of the ship in the same dockyards in Rochefort,
France, where the original L’Hermione was constructed. Partly
to remind France of its glorious naval traditions and partly to
provide Rochefort with a major tourist attraction, the nine-ton
wooden keel of the new L’Hermione was laid on July 4, 1997,
on the 221st anniversary of U.S. independence. Sixteen years of
painstaking construction followed using the exact designs of a
sister ship, which had been captured and copied by the British. It
took 4 million visitors and a special fundraising drive to help pay
to finish the project.
The result, according to the authoritative Chesapeake Bay
sailing magazine SpinSheet, is “one of the most true-to-life
replicas of any tall ship on the water today.” It is a duplicate down
to the last detail. With its towering masts, 32 guns weighing up
to 1.6 tons each, an inventory of 19 linen sails and 15 miles of
hemp rope, the new L’Hermione at 216 feet in length reflects
the same pride as the original did more than 200 years ago.
The real difficulty in constructing such a true replica was not in
finding or procuring the raw materials, like the 2,000 oak trees
that went into the 40,000 cubic feet required to recreate the ship.
It was in locating (and hiring) the workmen who were familiar
with 18th century boatbuilding techniques. Now, on its maiden
voyage after successfully completing sea trials, the reconstructed
L’Hermione is headed back to America to visit all the sites related
to the Marquis de Lafayette, beginning with Yorktown, Mount
Vernon, Alexandria, Annapolis and Baltimore, before leaving the
Bay and calling at Philadelphia, New York, Newport and Boston.
See www.hermione2015.com
Few East Coast destinations have a better claim to the
Marquis de Lafayette than Annapolis. He walked Annapolis
streets, drank at Annapolis pubs, met with local townspeople

Rule #1 for worrying. Is it going to matter in five years?
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and stayed overnight at Annapolis inns. Now could be the time
for Annapolitans to repeat Black Jack Pershing’s saluting phrase,
“Lafayette, we are here!” by coming out to receive the L’Hermione
on June 16 and June 17 and to pay tribute to the ship and the
memory of the man that helped save America.
Should there be any doubts of Lafayette’s importance to
our struggle for independence, there is ample evidence in the
famous Charles Willson Peale portrait of Gen. Washington
receiving the defeated British Army on the Yorktown battlefield,
a painting that hangs in the Capitol building. Front and center,
just at Washington’s shoulder, is the full face of the Marquis de
Lafayette. Further to the right is the figure of Aide-de-Camp
Col. Tench Tilghman, who is bearing in his hand the surrender
documents of Cornwallis. Tilghman then undertook an epic ride
from Yorktown to Philadelphia to announce the surrender to the
Continental Congress, but that’s a story for another time.

Bay Bytes

For a list of
the different
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Washington,
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Vern, retired US ambassador to the Cape Verde Islands, currently lives in
Annapolis, and can be reached at vernpenner@hotmail.com
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Friends for Life
By Dr. James David
We’ve just returned from a spirited week in the
Florida Keys with my two brothers and sister and
their spouses. Whenever we told anyone that the eight
of us were vacationing together, the response was very
positive with some amazed and awed that we were all
good friends with one another. I remember when our
father died the four of us went to the funeral home
to make the arrangements. The funeral director told
us that he had never worked with such a cooperative
family.
As might be expected, in my psychotherapy work
I frequently hear of hostile sibling relationships. I
became curious about what percentage of adult siblings
have friendly, supportive sibling relationships and
the percentage that have apathetic or hostile sibling
relationships.
Researchers at Oakland University surveyed people ages 18
to 65 and arrived at these percentages:
• 26 percent were highly supportive with frequent contact
and low competitiveness;
• 39 percent were friendly and supportive with no clear
measure or definition of this group. There is some
skepticism about this percentage as it is self-reported
and could include denial to avoid embarrassment.
• 19 percent were apathetic with no real motivation to
interact.
• 16 percent were hostile, having deep hurt and intense
anger.
In aggregate, these numbers show almost two-thirds of adult
sibling relationships are friendly and supportive, while just over
one-third are apathetic or hostile. A relatively small number
of family social science research studies address adult sibling
relationships. More research is needed. The majority of research
studies focus on husband-wife and parent-child relationships.
Friends for Life
Although we may repress and deny our innate or inborn need
or desire to be positively connected with our adult siblings, the
gnawing in our heart doesn’t go away. Let’s address several steps
or strategies to get better connected with our brothers and sisters.

Getting Motivated: The obvious first step is deciding that
it’s a good idea to have a healthy relationship with our siblings.
The idea is that if we have hardness in our heart for one person,
that hardness may get generalized to other persons. It’s much
healthier to be at peace with everyone and everything.
We also need to examine whether we have “notional assent” or
“real assent” to developing and maintaining a positive relationship
with our siblings. We must be like Yoda in Star Wars: “Try not!
Do or do not! There is no try!” Trying is for adolescents. As
adults, we become impotent when we say we’ll “try.” We assume a
powerful stance when we decide to do or not do.
Forgiveness: Family hurt is deep, penetrating hurt. And hurt
can occur in so many different forms or scenarios. Grandparents
who unwittingly favor one family of grandchildren over other
grandchildren spark intense hurt and resentment. One sibling
receiving more monetary help from the parents than the
other children sparks ill will, contributing to animosity among
siblings. Superhuman understanding is needed to retain positive
relationships.
C.S. Lewis wisely wrote, “Everyone says forgiveness is
a lovely idea until we have something to forgive.” At www.
positivemotivation.net we find, ”To forgive is to set a prisoner
free, and realize the prisoner is me.” My favorite quote on this
subject is, “The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is an attribute
of the strong.”

Are you satisfied with the person you're with when you're all alone?
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Research reveals that adult sibling rivalry, discord and
animosity are reduced when each sibling has accomplished
career success and fulfillment. Such accomplishment
generally coincides with the strength that comes from selfvaluing and self-acceptance.
The Journey: Forgiveness also entails a gradual process
or journey as well as a distinct decision or commitment.
Murray Bowen, considered by many to be the world’s
foremost family therapy theoretician, proposes a long-term
stance (might be 10 years or longer) of extending love or
civility toward one’s siblings without expecting, needing or
demanding any type of reciprocation. This is a tall order!
But, of course, the rewards for the entire extended family
are worth this herculean, heroic stance. Weekly contact is
ideal.
The journey toward connecting reminds me of Erma
Bombeck’s hilarious reflection “treat friends and kids the
same.” If we’re called on to treat our friends with courtesy, dignity
and diplomacy, we need to treat our children and adult siblings
with those same qualities.
In my own family, though our three children and seven
grandchildren are all very different and live in different parts of
the country, we make it a point to have one family beach vacation
together every Summer. We also gather as much as possible for
holidays. It gives us a chance to reconnect with each other, to
laugh about all our growing-up experiences and to share who we
are today. My wife and I love these times together and hope it will
keep us closer as the years pass by.
Final Thoughts
Another broader perspective is my hunch that adult sibling
alienation may be part of the societal trend away from valuing
extended family relationships. Fifteen years ago Robert D.
Putnam researched this trend in his blockbuster book, Bowling
Alone. More recently, in Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis,
Putnam addresses a similar manifestation of societal rugged
individualism.
My other hunch is that creeping
social isolation brought about by
technology, where we immerse
ourselves in our electronic games,
smartphones, iPads, Kindles, etc. Of
course, technology is a two-sided
coin. We may use it to connect with
friends and family or isolate ourselves
from them. I’m sure you’ve noticed
that younger people prefer texting to
talking. We need to take advantage of
this technology to connect with our
siblings.
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When we stop to think about it, we only have our parents for
a limited number of years, but our siblings are with us for most
of our lives. It seems tragic to not stay connected with those with
whom we have shared our childhood. Although our siblings can
hurt us deeply and quickly, staying alienated has serious negative
emotional ramifications for ourselves and our entire extended
family. Please keep in mind that when we forgive we give a gift
to ourselves. Adam Hamilton has a book, Finding Peace through
Letting Go. I also recommend The Way to Love by Anthony De
Mello, a meditative journey filled with transformation.
When was the last time you spoke with your brother or
sister? Is it time to pick up that phone and connect with one
another? You are family. It is wise and healthy to be there for one
another, now and always. Friends for life.
Dr. Jim David is a licensed clinical social worker and a licensed marriage
and family therapist practicing in Silver Spring. Visit his website at www.
askdrdavidnow.com or email at james519@comcast.net
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TRY THESE
"STAY-YOUNG"
TIPS

By Penelope Folsom
If like most boomers, you're in an ongoing battle to stave
off the effects and signs of aging, give these tried and true
suggestions a whirl and see if you don't feel better and look
better too.

GET MOVING. How many times have you
heard that before? But are you doing it? All the great
gurus who know about such stuff are now saying it
can be as little as 10 minutes a day. Thirty minutes is
better, of course, but what's keeping you from doing
it? Need some inspiration and a few facts to back
it up? Log onto www.doctoroz.com/videos/10minute-exercise-ideas
STOP THE FAST FOOD AND
ELIMINATE ALL SUGAR. And if it

came out of a can, don't eat it. Try preparing your
food from scratch. It's fun, it's creative, it's healthy.
Do it.

GET SOCIAL.

There have to be people out
there that you like. Get to know them and make
new friends with the people with whom you share a
common interest. Social people live longer.

LEARN

SOMETHING

GIVE UP BAD HABITS. You know the
ones. Too much TV, smoking, driving too fast, sleeping
too much, drinking more than you know you should,
snacking and sitting too much. Try turning over a new
leaf and get your life under control.
DON'T RETIRE FROM LIFE.

Find
something that peaks your interest and embrace it.
Become active in the Boys and Girls Club, raise dogs, tutor
a child or teach a course somewhere-at a local college or
senior center or on a cruise ship would be nice. See www.
cruisecritic.com/articles.cfm?ID=1176#contact

CLEAN UP AND CLEAN OUT. Look

around at all that stuff you've acquired over the years.
Now all it's doing is weighing you down. It all needs
dusting, cleaning organizing or repairing. Why not get
rid of it? Give it to some well-deserving young person
or a shelter that could use it. It's freeing to declutter. For
help go to www.katerleatherman.com

KEEP UP.

Learn the latest technology. Embrace
all the crazy ever-emerging electronics. If you're not
familiar yet with the iPhone or iPad, go get one and find
a 10 year old to show you how to use it. It will open up a
whole new, exciting and challenging world. Stay abreast
of current events. Read more.

It's time to take charge of your life and there isn't a better
occasion than now. If it helps, join a group or find a likeminded friend. This is the time to take charge and get going.
Procrastination is not an option when it comes to good health
and long life.

NEW.

You've got the time. Take up something you've only
wondered about before. Do you have a secret desire
to dabble in oil paints, learn Chinese or play the
violin? Do it. The goal doesn't have to be Carnegie
Hall. Do it for sheer pleasure and keep those brain
cells from dying off.

VOLUNTEER.

There are more than
enough places that would love your help and where
you could share your field of expertise. Search
www.VolunteerAnneArundel.org for
endless
opportunities.

TAKE YOUR VITAMINS. You've read
all the studies, now all you have to do is apply their
conclusions. Vitamins are not doing you any good
sitting on the kitchen shelf.
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Ask the Undertaker

Memorial Day Remembrance

By Ryan Helfenbein
“It was hot in April 1942 when more than 75 thousand of us,
starving, dehydrated, ill and/or emaciated began a march of nearly
80 miles through the tropical heat of the Philippines. Despite the poor
conditions, the Japanese command calculated this to only last 3 days.
They obviously took this to heart as they drove us prisoners through
the tropical heat, being relentless of meeting that command. As my
fellow comrades, one by one, fell behind, complained, paused for a brief
filling of their canteen for water or even looked at a Japanese soldier,
they would be bayoneted, shot or murdered immediately. Rifle-butt
beatings and bayonettings were common, much for simple fun and no
reason at all. After what was to take 3 days, lasted one whole week,
and resulted in 18,000 – 20,000 of my fellow companions murdered,
we reached the Camp that we would remain in for the next two
months.” Shortly after his camp was liberated, this gentleman
(who requested to be anonymous) was honorably discharged and
moved back to Maryland and is now residing in Easton, Md.,
where he retired with his wife.
Or take for example, Mr. Ronald Williams, a highly ranked
captain in the Air Force, who served as pilot for, among others,
presidents of our country. I was fortunate to hear a representative
from Arlington National Cemetery, share this with his wife:
The chaplain leaned over to Mrs. Doris Williams at her husband’s
funeral at Arlington and said: “Mrs. Williams, do you see those six
individuals marching behind the band? Those individuals are there
to pay tribute to something that your husband did during his service
to our country. You will never know what that exactly was, but as
you can see it was something that deserved this special recognition.”
Undertakers are blessed in having the opportunity to learn
from these real-life situations and how our veterans committed
their lives to provide freedom for you and me. Stories such as
these are but a few of the many that have been shared while
helping families heal after a loss of a loved one. Fortunately, for us
all, Memorial Day each May marks a time to pay tribute to those
who have given their lives and gone before us.

Nationally honoring those who gave their lives for this
country could be said to have started with President Abraham
Lincoln during the Civil War. After hundreds of thousands
perished in the battles between North and South, it wasn’t until
July 17, 1862, Congress empowered Lincoln “to purchase cemetery
grounds and cause them to be securely enclosed, to be used as a national
cemetery for the soldiers who shall die in the service of the country.”
This was the very first U.S. legislation to define and solidify the
concept of a national cemetery and begin what we refer today
to as veteran’s benefits. Annapolis National Cemetery, located on
Taylor Avenue and West Street, was the second national cemetery
to have been created in 1862. Since then, more benefits have been
added to provide for the proper burial for those who have served
our country.
Today, those veterans who have been discharged or separated
from active duty under conditions other than dishonorable, and
have completed the required period of services, died on active
duty, and spouses and dependent children of a veteran are all
eligible to receive veteran burial benefits. This includes burial
in a veteran’s cemetery, headstone or marker or burial at sea.
For the veterans only, eligibility for a United States burial flag,
presidential memorial certificate, military honors and sometimes
reimbursement toward a portion of the burial expenses are in
addition to the burial benefits.
So we take this last Sunday in May as a reminder that
families, friends and even our neighbors may be experiencing
grief and mourning. Let this day be a reminder to knock on the
door of a friend who experienced a loss this year and ask if they’d
like a hot meal together or maybe a simple cup of coffee. Ask
about their loved one, ask how they gave to this country and ask
what they will remember most about the one they so loved. Use
this day as a start of something great, a day to pay tribute to the
veterans who laid their lives on the line for you and me.
Ryan, owner, supervising mortician and preplanning counselor at Lasting
Tributes on Bestgate Road in Annapolis, offers solutions to high-cost funerals.
He can be reached at 410.897.4852 or Ryan@Lasting TributesFuneralCare.
com

If you never leave your comfort zone how will you know what else you can do?
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with Mac Millhone

Cioppino
Serves 4 to 6
San Francisco’s Fisherman’s Wharf is famous for many
interesting things. Considered its most original food item is
Cioppino. The story goes that the early fishermen, mostly Italian
and Portuguese, would make a communal meal with parts of their
catch to share at the end of the work day. I love these romantic
stories, which may be based on some hint of truth. My guess is
that the basic idea of seafood soup or stew predates the Gold Rush
by eons, which puts this particular story in question. Anyway the
idea is to create a great tasting liquid medium into which various
pieces of assorted seafood can be submerged and quickly cooked.
This concept works well because one can make the soup or stew
base in advance then simply reheat and add seafood.
The soup base must have great big flavor. A technique I like
is to slowly cook tomato, chopped red pepper, onion, fennel and
garlic in olive oil until it is “jammy.” Tomatoes can be fresh or
canned, but if you use fresh consider peeling and seeding them
first. Stock is another important part. You can make your own
with fish heads and bones, but I’ll bet you won’t. Bottled clam
juice or frozen fish stock work well, or you can make an easy
version with shrimp and lobster shells. Just cover the crushed
shells with an inch or two of water, add a carrot, onion and a piece
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As always you
need kosher or
sea salt, fresh
ground pepper
and good olive
oil.
1/4 cup olive oi
l
1 28 oz. can di
ced tomatoes
1 fennel bulb sl
iced thin
1 red pepper ch
opped
1 medium onio
n chopped
4 cloves garlic
sliced
1 tsp. red pepp
er flakes
1 small can tom
ato paste
2 cups dr y whi
te wine
2 cups fish stoc
k
2 bay leaves
2 lbs. crab legs
25 medium or
large clams
1 lb. medium or
large peeled un
cooked shrimp
1 lb. firm white
fish in bite-siz
ed chunks
1/2 cup choppe
d flat-leaf pars
ley
1 or 2 lemons qu
artered

of celery. Bring to a boil, then
simmer for 20 to 30 minutes.
Strain stock through cheesecloth
and there you have it. If you need
more liquid, supplement it with
dry white wine or clam juice. The seafood
must be fresh and well cleaned. Most any
seafood will do, but you will customarily
find some combination of shrimp, clams, crab and white fish
chunks. Please do feel free to add lobster or squid.
In a large heavy-bottomed pot slowly fry the first seven
items until soft and jammy, 20 minutes or more. Season gently
with salt and pepper, then add tomato paste. Stir in wine, stock
and bay leaves. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat and simmer for
30 minutes. Taste for seasonings and adjust as necessary. At this
point it should be well-seasoned and quite good. Fresh herbs can
go in now if you are using them. Yes, I know they are not in the
list above but it is OK to be creative. Thyme and basil are good
choices. From this point, dinner will be ready in 15 minutes or
so. Plan accordingly. Start adding seafood to the simmering base.
First add clams and crab legs. As the clams open, add shrimp and
fish. When the shrimp turn pink and the fish opaque it is ready.
Do not overcook seafood. Discard any unopened clams as you
ladle this masterpiece into large bowls. Scatter chopped parsley
over everything and serve with lemon quarters. Add hunks of
crusty bread and good red wine for a true seafood treat.
Mac, a retired airline captain, is currently living in Annapolis. He enjoys
researching food, cooking and baking. He can be reached at macmillhone@
me.net
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Bay Reflections

We Need to be Missed?

By Nancy Lincoln Reynolds
"To be included, you just need to
be present. To belong, you need to be
missed." This quote from John Swinton,
a Scottish-American journalist in the
1800s, resonates with anyone who has
attempted to become a part of an existing
group of people and found the welcome
less than immediate or satisfying. For
Swinton, his role as chief editorial writer
for the New York Times in the 1860s
gained him acclaim and popularity while
his crusade against the labor system in
America alienated him from many in
conservative society. Ironically, his efforts
were aimed at fair treatment and inclusion
of "outsiders" in the workforce. His
attempts were somewhat successful from
a legal perspective, but had little impact
upon their personal sense of belonging.
"Belonging" was named by Abraham
Maslow in 1943 as the third aspect of
development in human growth. After
basic physical requirements for survival
and essential security needs are met, we
long for connection and love from one
or more people. These provide us with
acceptance and help us feel valued and
worthwhile. Only then are we able to
face the world with good self esteem and
confidence. Our motivation to keep going
and keep growing is tied to belonging to a
larger community beyond ourselves.
In my family we continue a tradition
begun by my son many Summers ago
on our annual extended family vacation.
Several days into the trip, while planning
the day's activities, he declared, "Today is
'everyone go with your own kind' day!"
There was instant laughter followed by
confusion. Who were my
"own kind"? Sisters,

siblings, nuclear family, gender, political
or religious affiliations, interests came to
mind. So many possibilities emerge when
the question is posed about where and
with whom one belongs.
Being able to claim a place where
one feels truly "at home" is critical to our
happiness. We long to be included, not
only by invitation but by a welcoming,
unconditional love. To belong to one or
more "tiny groups that make us feel loved
and safe and part of something even on
our loneliest nights" (Marina Keegan)
influence how we face life's challenges.
Knowing that our absence would be
noticed and, in fact, change the dynamics
and experience of the group encourages
us to keep going. It confirms that we are
important to others. Keegan, an author
and playwright whose death at 22 belied
her mature perspective on living, suggested
that the opposite of loneliness might be
belonging. Belonging means that we have a
person or people who we may pull around
us like coverlets of warmth when life feels
cold and uncaring.
Recent research studies in our area
suggest that young people especially need
to feel like they belong. Some suggest
that anxiety, depression and loneliness are
direct results of feeling like an outsider.
Social psychologist Gregory Walton warns
that not feeling like one belongs may also
cause us to be less motivated and less
able to cope with obstacles in life. When
absent early in life, there may be difficulty
in establishing the very coping skill we
need: forming and maintaining close
relationships. Belonging can be fulfilled
by one person or by many. They must be
people and/or places with whom a person
can feel known and
able
to
share

individual stories without judgment and
disapproval. The inevitable wrestling with
depression, anxiety and self-harm may be
positively altered by these relationships
offering a sense of belonging. Regardless
of whom you choose to claim as "your own
kind," the choice is essential for personal
identity and happiness.
The need to be known, accepted and
to belong is true at any age. We all need to
know that we are not alone and that there
are and have been others who are going
through whatever we are experiencing.
As we grow older, belonging takes on a
different meaning than it did when we were
young. We begin to reflect upon where and
who we have been and where and who we
will be next. Depending upon age, this may
involve focusing energy upon realizing
delayed efforts to "get it right," seeking to
be productive rather than stagnant. It may
mean making a contribution that confirms
belonging by giving back. This could be in
the context of family, professional service
or just where we live. Eventually, at the
end of life, belonging may be satisfied
by the awareness of having had a place
here on earth. Religious traditions would
encourage ultimate awareness of not
just "who" we are, but "whose" we are.
"To whom do you belong?" becomes the
question. Belonging may simply mean an
awareness of legacy, which is perhaps why
story-telling becomes so important later in
life.
Ironically, or perhaps not so much
so, when we cease to exist, when we die,
and find belonging elsewhere, the legacies
of belonging will often be included in
obituaries that remember that which
connected us to others. Families that
survive us are named along with loyalties
and commitments to work and charities,
causes and service organizations, places of
worship. An obituary is a list of belonging,
followed by the assurance that the subject
was not just included but will be missed.
Nancy is the associate pastor of Woods Presbyterian
Church in Severna Park and can be contacted at
nreynolds@woodschurch.org
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Energized by Spieth?
Try These Area Courses
By Leah Lancione
No doubt you heard about youngster
Jordan Spieth’s record-breaking win at the
2015 Masters. As an article at PGATOUR.
com put it, “the 21-year-old Texan turned in
one of the most dominant wins ever at Augusta
National. He never let anyone get closer to him
than three shots after his record start.”
So whether you’re a scratch golfer or a
duffer, if Spieth’s performance inspired you,
check out the following list of challenging golf
courses within a short drive from Annapolis.
Bay Hills Golf Club
Located in Arnold, BHGC is a public
course offering 18 holes on wooded rolling
terrain. “Players must place a premium on
strategy and shot placement to conquer the six
doglegs, 52 bunkers and water,” the course says
on its website.
BHGC offers leagues, which include a
gentleman’s group, seniors, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday night play, as well as a Tuesday
and Thursday morning men’s group. The USGA
Handicap System service is available as well as
the Portable Golf Handicap System.
After you’ve finished your round, there’s
an onsite sports bar, lunch and dinner in a
comfortable atmosphere.
Call 410.974.0669 or visit http://
bayhillsgc.com
Blue Heron Golf Course
If you want to experience a “fantastic,
challenging executive golf course” on the
Eastern Shore, Blue Heron Golf Course in
Stevensville (3270 Romancoke Rd.) is a good
choice. Originally a nine-hole short course it
was transformed to an18-hole, par 63 course.
Golf Range Magazine named the Blue Heron
Course one of the “Top Ten Short Courses in
America” in 2006.
There are a few reasons why this public
golf course is a “hole in one,” including the low
rates for seniors, ($12 for nine holes and $18
for 18 holes if walking, or $18 for nine holes
and $30 for 18 holes if riding). Blue Heron also
offers a reasonably-priced special that includes
golf, cart and lunch (a sandwich and chips)
Wednesdays and Fridays from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Blue Heron is also home to a senior league as
well as leagues for men, women, juniors and
senior men. Also featured at Blue Heron is a
practice area, pro shop, a putting and chipping

facility, club rentals, a putting green and
concessions. Lessons and clinics are offered.
The course opens at 7 a.m. and closes
at sunset all week. Call 410.643.5721 or visit
www.blueherongolf.org
Compass Pointe Golf Course
Compass Pointe Golf Course in Pasadena
(9010 Fort Smallwood Road) is divided into
the North East and South West courses—
both 18 holes, par 72 with weekday, weekend,
military and senior rates.
Compass Pointe offers a host of leagues
including: a Monday co-ed happy hour league;
a Tuesday night ladies league, a Wednesday
night men’s league (handicapped league on 9
holes); Thursday morning men’s league (18
holes); Thursday night player development
league, which includes a 30-minute lesson
with a pro and 4 holes of golf, and a Sunday
afternoon ladies group (9 holes).
If you want to become an annual member,
there are lots of perks including, member-only
tournaments and payment options starting at
$67 per month. The senior five-day annual pass
($1,000, $800 for county residents) includes
unlimited green fees (weekdays), a $10 cart fee
for each round and a spouse or dependent (17
and under) add-on.
The course can accommodate golfers with
disabilities. Another nice perk: kids under 15
can play free anytime with a paying adult on
weekdays and after 3 p.m. on weekends and
holidays.
The Compass Pointe Clubhouse features
a shop with golf threads and equipment as
well as rentals. The club also provides handicap
services, lessons and private instruction. Find
the 19th hole at Bogey’s Grill, which provides
a full-service bar.
For more information, call 410.255.7764
or visit www.compasspointegolf.com
Eisenhower Golf Course
Anne Arundel County’s first public golf
course, Eisenhower in Crownsville (1576
Generals Highway) features 220 plush acres of
“wooded landscape” around lakes and creeks.
The course (18 holes, par 70/71) is comprised
of “plush fairways” suitable for players of all
skill levels.
Rates for seniors (walking) are $24 on
Monday through Friday and $28 on Saturday

and Sunday and holidays, and $32 (riding) on
Monday through Friday and $39 on Saturday,
Sunday and holidays. Rates are also available
for nine holes.
Eisenhower offers personalized instruction
for individuals and groups and a practice facility
offers a “synthetic tee line that gives the golfer
the feeling of practicing on grass.” Eisenhower
hosts 18-hole and 9-hole ladies leagues.
Annual memberships include: 10-day
advance reservations, discounted cart rental,
20 percent discount in the golf shop and
invitations to member-only tournaments and
events. A senior weekday annual pass ($825)
includes unlimited green fees, $12 cart fee
for 18 holes, $8 cart fee for 9 holes, no fee for
walking (walking allowed Monday through
Friday any time; Saturday, Sunday and holidays
after noon) and spouse or dependent add-on.
The clubhouse offers a golf shop and
restaurant. Extra attraction: Eisenhower Golf
Course is “certified as a cooperative sanctuary”
by Audubon International.
For more information, call 410.571.0973
or visit www.eisenhowergolf.com
Queenstown Harbor
Just a few miles from the Chesapeake Bay
Bridge, Queenstown Harbor (310 Links Lane)
features 36 holes of championship golf on two
layouts—The River and The Lakes. This club is
known as a premier golf destination due to its
breathtaking views of the Chesapeake Bay. The
land also has a “direct connection to royalty.”
It was originally named “My Lord’s Gift,”
because it was given to Henry DeCoursey by
Cecil Calvert in the 1600s. Quite aside from
that, the course is number 10 on Golfweek’s
“Best: State-by-State Courses You Can Play”
list for 2015.
In season (April 1-Nov. 1) rates for the
River Course are: Monday through Thursday,,
$89, after 2 p.m. $75, $50 for 9 holes and $125
for 36 holes; Friday through Sunday fees are
higher. Rates for the Lakes Course are: Monday
through Thursday, before 2 p.m. $62, after 2
p.m. $52, for 9 holes $35 and for 36 holes $160;
Friday through Sunday the rates are higher. All
rates include cart fees and driving range and
practice facility privileges.
Specials include ladies day on Mondays
(Lakes course, $40), experienced (age 60plus) player day on Tuesdays (Lakes course,

All that stuff that’s taken a lifetime to accumulate will have to be disposed of someday. Why not start now?
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$40), evening play special; play as many holes
as desired after 5 p.m. on Monday through
Thursday (Lakes course, $35, River course $50)
and Friday through Sunday (Lakes course $40,
River course, $60), and Play the “River Loop”
seven days a week (after 5 p.m.) on River course
holes 1-4 (walking only, $20).
Queenstown Harbor also offers men’s,
women’s and couples’ leagues for players of all
age and skill levels. Golf lessons are available
and there’s a pro shop. And, while the course
is open to the public, membership is available.
For more information, call 800.827.5257
or visit qhgolf.com
Renditions Golf Course
According
to
golfmaryland.com
Renditions Golf Course in Davidsonville (1380
West Central Ave.) “is a unique collection of
holes that are replicas of famous holes on
courses that have been part of golf 's "Grand
Slam" events.” The course pays homage to
golfers who have won major tournaments. In
addition, the website claims to provide golfers
with an opportunity to experience Augusta
National's "Amen Corner" and the famed 17th
hole from the TPC championship.
Like most courses, Renditions requires
proper attire. The dress code for both gentlemen
and ladies is a collared golf shirt, dress slacks
or Bermuda shorts and nonmetal spiked golf
shoes.
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All rates include green and cart fees:
Monday through Thursday, $59 and Friday
through Sunday and holidays, $79. Twilight
(3 p.m.) rates are Monday through Thursday
$42 and Friday through Sunday and holidays
$52.
Annual membership is available (Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Sunset and Range packages) along
with PGA and LPGA instruction. There’s a
golf shop and The Players Grill, which offers a
panoramic view of the greens.
For more information, call 410.798.9798
or visit www.renditionsgolf.com
The Golf Club at South River
The Golf Club at South River (3451
Solomon's Island Road) in Edgewater, opened
in 1996 as a daily fee golf course, but went
private 2011. Since 2008, the club has gone
through extensive renovations, to include the
Club Bistro and Member’s Lounge, the spa &
fitness center, golf shop, golf simulator room,
locker rooms and a banquet facility.
The club offers three general classifications
of nonequity, nonproprietary memberships:
golf memberships, corporate memberships
and social memberships. Membership includes
use of all club facilities and attendance to all
club-sponsored events, green fees, cart fees
and practice range fees. Membership is by
invitation only and includes immediate family
members (spouse of the primary member and

dependents).
For more information, call 410-798-5865
or log onto www.golfclubsr.com
U.S. Naval Academy
Golf Course
The U.S. Naval Academy (USNA)
Golf Course (64 Greenbury Point Road)
in Annapolis, is home to the Brigade of
Midshipmen, including the Naval Academy
golf team and many active duty and retired
military personnel. The high-quality 18-hole
course was developed in 1942 by William
Flynn. The course’s rolling terrain complements
the surrounding tidal rivers of the Chesapeake
Bay with the front nine south of Greenbury
Point Road and the back nine north of the
road.
Though the course is private and kept
for membership of active duty, retired military
and current and former USNA staff members,
the staff professionals do offer instruction to
the general public as well as to the membership.
The golf course also features a pro shop
staffed by golf pros and technicians as well as
a restaurant facility housed inside the club at
Greenbury Point.
For more information, call 410.293.9747
or visit www.navygolf.org
For a complete list of public or semiprivate courses in Maryland, visit www.
golfmaryland.com
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BOOKS:

Old, New and Obscure
BEAUTIFUL SWIMMERS
Watermen, Crabs and the Chesapeake Bay
By William W. Warner
Little, Brown and Company, Canada (1976)

Beautiful Swimmers could be called a love story about the
famous and delicious Maryland blue crab, the Chesapeake Bay
and the watermen who work its waters.
Written in 1976 by William W. Warner, a retired Foreign
Service officer, this book was a national best-seller and the 1977
winner of the Pulitzer Prize for nonfiction. Warner was 60 when
he wrote this, his first book.
Unfortunately, time has not been kind to the crab and other
creatures and plants of the Chesapeake, but maybe reading this
beautiful narrative will stir up some action to reverse the damage.
Did you know that the Greek and Latin meaning of our
blue crab is beautiful swimmer and tasty? Did you know that the
Chesapeake Bay has provided more crabs for human consumption
than anywhere else in the world, including the oceans? Did you
know that blue crabs actually "talk" to each other? These are just
a very small sampling of the many new pieces of information that
can be found in Beautiful Swimmers.
This smattering of information should be of interest to
those who love the Chesapeake Bay. Fortunately, the book is also
beautifully written with clarity and flowing sentences.
Mr. Warner follows the life of the Bay through all four
seasons of the year. He was up at 4 a.m. to go out on the Bay with
the watermen to experience their life. He interviewed countless
men who have spent their lives harvesting crabs, oysters and
clams from the waters of the Chesapeake.
He dedicates a whole chapter to the town of Crisfield, which
I discovered is built on millions of tons of oyster shells and
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was created to get the blue crab to market quickly. He follows
Crisfield from its days of Wild West appearances to the town it
is today. We meet some of its colorful characters and understand
the importance of the railroad to its existence. The tales of some
of the old-timers might make you chuckle. Crisfield is unique and
still puts on a Crab Derby each year.
Understanding the stages of a crab’s development makes for
interesting reading. Discovering the number of crab feasts held
each year, the astonishing amount of soft shell crabs served in
restaurants all over the country and knowing that the Phillips
Crab House of Ocean City, Maryland, served 5,000 crabs a day
boggles the mind. It is easy to see why the crab population has
plummeted. Its popularity has led to its problems.
Then we have the "chicken neckers," people—often
outsiders—who use chicken necks to attract and net crabs. We
meet Captain Lester Lee, who had been crabbing for 54 years
and was one of the best in the trade. He is only one of the
colorful characters Warner interviewed and introduced to lucky
readers.
This is a gem of a read and is still in print after all these years.
Warner died in 2008, but his legacy is the incredible information
so beautifully presented in this book.
Do yourself a favor and get a copy for a friend or for yourself.
~ Peggy Kiefer

THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN

By Paula Hawkins
Riverhead Books/Penguin Group (USA), New York (2015)
Currently a New York Times No. 1 best-seller, The Girl on
the Train is a riveting, unpredictably clever thriller that will keep
you glued to the page. The simple facets of other people’s lives
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become more interesting than the protagonist, Rachel. She views
her life as a lonely, undesirable commuter in London, where this
complicated twisting story takes place. Just as a train turns and
quickly knocks you about, this novel does the same.
The story revolves around Rachel, but there are two other
important characters—Megan and Anna, who also narrate and
thicken the plot. Rachel rides the 8:04 a.m. commuter train daily,
even though she has lost her job. She cannot let her flat mate
know. She is divorced from Tom; they never had a child, although
they tried. Tom married Anna; she was pregnant and they have a
baby. Each day the 8:04 passes and stops at the signal near her old
house, where she lived with Tom. He now lives there with Anna.
This makes Rachel wild; she drinks too much, causing blackouts.
Tom insists that is a reason he divorced her. Rachel wants to be
with Tom again, but Anna is in the way.
Megan is a neighbor but Rachel never knew her and
fantasized about her and her husband, Scott, calling them Jess and
Jason—the perfect, beautiful couple. When the 8:04 slowly passes
their house, Rachel imagines and sees the everyday harmony of
their life, until one day she sees something shockingly wrong out
on their back deck! But when Rachel finally goes to the police
with information, they consider her an “unreliable witness” due to
her well-established drinking habits. Still, Megan is missing for
almost a week.
Every emotion you can think of is captured in this compelling
story. Hawkins knits the bleak storylines of the three female
narrators together well. All of them have something to hide while
you try to unravel who did what to whom and why. There is hate,
love, anger, joy, deceit, truth, depression, obsession, shock, sadness
and brutality within these characters’ actions and those close to
them.
Without giving away the surprising ending, suffice it to say
that it is a study of the troubled human psyche in action. You can
read this book in a day or two if you enjoy suspense thrillers.
~ Joanne Alloway

A few key points from the book that seem true to me:
• How vital it is to know your strengths and weaknesses
in your personality and your business skills, and to be
willing to hire people who are strong where you are weak.
• It is true that you can’t separate your business life and
your personal life; the two are entwined in who you are.
• How important it is to develop your distinctive brand—
what makes your business different from others offering
the same thing.
• How necessary it is to be cautious and informed about
choosing a partner.
After reading this book, I have reevaluated my own business.
I need to develop more strategic partnerships and examine
carefully if there is a way to “reinvent myself ” so my business and
reputation don’t get stale. I don’t want to become a “crab” in my
business—moving sideways only.
Last, one of the best parts of What to Do with Your Great
Business Idea is that it’s a really fun read. I can’t wait to read the
next in the series!
~ Sue Bays

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR
GREAT BUSINESS IDEA
By Doug Hickok
Amazon Kindle Publishing (2015)

This e-book is a must for anyone considering a startup
business. It is extremely well organized and guides you through
the complex thought processes involved in making an informed
decision about what to do with your business idea. It encourages
you, and provides you with tools to explore your desires and
motivations. Reading it will give you a good idea of what it will
actually take to make your business dream work.
Hickok’s book also has lots of additional information in its
many Web links that flesh out critical points.
As an entrepreneur for 40 years, I wish I had had this
information prior to starting my own business. It surely would
have saved lots of time, money and just plain old “brain damage.”
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carb and calorie-conscious sandwiches and
wraps.

Dieting Deliciously
By Louise Whiteside
If you’re like me, you can remember
a day when dieting meant bland,
uninteresting foods and plenty of
forbidden fare. You were warned not
to eat (or to limit severely) sugars, fats,
simple carbohydrates, and basically, all the
ingredients that made food taste good. A
diet in years gone by meant drudgery and
deprivation.
Well, no longer. Nutritionists,
dietitians, food book authors and others
who just enjoy eating have discovered
ways we can have all the delicious foods
we crave while maintaining and/or losing
weight. In addition, and good news for
diabetics, most of the techniques useful
for weight loss also help to maintain a
favorable diabetes meal plan. The bottom
line today is that eating for pleasure
and eating for good health need not be
mutually exclusive.
Part of the secret for preparing both
delicious and nutritious meals involves
learning to make creative substitutions.
Here are a few examples of wholesome
ingredients that can be used in place of less
healthful ones, while creating tasty results
at the same time.

Agave nectar.

This sweet syrup from
the agave plant tastes similar to sweet,
light honey. However, its glycemic index—
the ability to raise blood sugar—is far
lower than that for sugar or honey, making
it a good option for those who must watch
their blood sugar.

Buttermilk. Low in fat and calories, it

adds good flavor to recipes and tenderizes
baked goods.

Cocoa powder.

This gives excellent
chocolate flavor to recipes without the fat
and calories.

Cooking and baking sprays.

A wonderful way to reduce fat. (Use the
sprays sparingly.)

Cottage cheese.

When creamed
in a blender or food processor, this high
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protein food can be used in recipes that
require cream or milk.

Dairy products.

Although nonfat
varieties of milk, yogurt, cheese and sour
cream are available, low-fat or reducedfat products have more flavor and better
texture, and still offer a healthful option.

Zests. The grated rinds of oranges,
lemons and limes give wonderful flavor
(without calories) to a variety of foods.
Flavorings.

Good quality spices and
flavorings make a huge difference in
reduced-sugar and reduced-fat recipes.
(Use genuine vanilla extract.)
Here’s a delicious and not-forbidden
recipe to try:

Two-Bite Double
Chocolate Muffins

Eggs. To keep total fat at a healthy level,
a higher ratio of egg whites to yolks is a
good option, and tastes better than egg
substitutes.

Ground beef and ground turkey.

A low-fat food plan calls for 93 per cent
lean ground beef and turkey. The two can
be combined to produce flavorful ground
meat.

Light whipped topping. This has
far less fat than real whipped cream and
adds flavor and creaminess to recipes. The
reduced-fat type has a better taste and
texture than the nonfat kind.
Nonfat half and half.

This has the richness of regular half and
half, without the fat.

Oats. Old-fashioned and quick-cooking
oats are high in fiber, and are excellent for
toppings.

Orange juice. An excellent sweetener.

Light orange juice offers the taste of the
regular type, but contains only half the
sugar, carbohydrates and calories.

Pasta.

Whole wheat and multigrain
pastas have more protein and fiber, plus
more vitamins and minerals, than white
pasta.

Strained baby food prunes
and other strained baby fruits.

(Makes 24 Muffins)

1/4 cup canola oil
2 large egg whites
1-1/2 teaspoons vanilla extract
3/4 cup granulated artificial sweetener
1/2 cup unsweetened applesauce
3/4 cup low-fat buttermilk
2 cups all-purpose flour
1/2 cup cocoa powder
1/4 cup packed dark brown sugar
1-1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 cup mini-chocolate chips
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Lightly
coat a nonstick 24-mini-muffin
baking pan with nonstick baking
spray.
In a medium bowl, whisk together
first six ingredients.
In a large bowl, combine next six
ingredients. Stir. Create a well in
the center and add the buttermilk
mixture. Stir just until dry ingredients
are moistened.
Spoon batter into muffin tins, filling
each cup two-thirds full.
Bake for 15 minutes, or until center
springs back when lightly touched.

Cool for 5 minutes before removing.

These are wonderful for low-fat baking.

Calories per muffin: 100; fat: 3.5 gm.
carbs: 15 gm.

This may be purchased in bulk or packets,
and reduces the sugar and calories of any
recipe that calls for sugar.

For hundreds more healthy, good-tasting
recipes, check out this reference:
Koch, Marlene. Eat What You Love.
Running Press, Philadelphia (2009) www.
marlenekoch.com

Granulated artificial sweetener.

Tortillas.

Reduced carbohydrate, highfiber tortillas can be used to create low-
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STEAMBOATIN’ ON AMERICA’S RIVERS
By Louise Whiteside
Plantation homes evoking “Gone with the Wind.” Sleepy
Southern riverfront towns with a flavor of yesteryear. Civil War
battlefields. Green, rolling farmlands. These were just a few of the
sights my husband and I enjoyed on our riverboat trip aboard the
Delta Queen just a few years ago.
Well, sad to say, as many travelers know, the historic
Delta Queen has since been retired. However, you can still be
transported back into an earlier America on board a luxurious
paddlewheel boat. The American Queen, the Mississippi Queen
and other elegant riverboats are ready to carry you along portions
of the Tennessee, Ohio, Illinois, Cumberland and Mississippi
Rivers. This is a small sample of the many Mark Twain-like river
cruises that offer not only luxury but a taste of America’s history,
culture, music and cuisine.
OHIO RIVER CRUISES
Cruise from St. Louis or Cincinnati with stops at the River
Heritage Museum and the National Quilt Museum in Paducah,
Ky., Churchill Downs in Louisville and the famous Gateway
Arch in St. Louis, Mo. The 981-mile-long river passes through,
or borders six states on its way to Cairo, Ill., where it joins the
mighty Mississippi River. Prices per person per day range from
$100 to $650, depending on quality of accommodations. Cruises
run for approximately eight days.
More information can be found at www.rivercruise.com/
ohio_river.cfm

choice of accommodations. For more information, see www.
americancruiselines.com/cruises/mississippi-river-cruises/
grand-heartland-cruise
Most cruises run for one or two weeks, purchased as a package,
which usually includes a comfortable stateroom, onboard meals
and some sightseeing tours. And in addition to the previously
mentioned cruise lines, two new Viking ships are scheduled for
debut on the Mississippi in 2017.
Most riverboat “cruisers” come away with a feeling of
having experienced a slower, simpler, more relaxed time of life,
harking back in American history, to an era when the sound of
the steamboat comin’ ‘round the bend was the high point of the
day. And if your travels don’t take you for the entire length of
the Big Muddy, there’s the Great River Road National Scenic
Byway. A road maintained by individual states, it closely parallels
the Mississippi as it winds 3,000 miles through 10 states from
northern Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico. Take a look at http://
experiencemississippiriver.com
For information on the many available riverboat cruises, with
destinations and schedules, check out these websites:
www.AmericanCruiseLines.com
www.RiverCruise.com
www.USAriverCruises.com
www.MississippiRiverCruises.com

TENNESSEE RIVER CRUISES
Winding for 886 miles in a U-shape across
four states (Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky and
Mississippi), these voyages often visit important
Civil War sites such as Shiloh National Military
Park. Boats pass beneath the bright blue John Ross
Bridge in Chattanooga, Tenn., or the “Steamboat Bill”
Memorial Bridges in Decatur, Ala., where you will also
find Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge and the North
Alabama Birding Trail.
Prices per person per day also range from $100
to $650. Cruises run for approximately eight days.
For more information, see www.rivercruise.com/
tennessee_river.cfm
GRAND HEARTLAND MISSISSIPPI CRUISE
This two-week luxury cruise transports you from
St. Paul, Minn., to New Orleans, visiting 10 states that
border the 2,300-mile river. There’ll be lots to enjoy
such as jazz, bluegrass and country music, Southern
hospitality and the complete history of the Louisiana
Purchase, the Civil War and the beginning of the
Lewis and Clark expedition.
Prices per person (for the 14-night, 15-day
cruise) range from $8,575 to $13,115, depending on
Spring 2015
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Tilghman Island

By Ellen Moyer
It was one of those days between ice and snow with the
temperature above freezing and a hint of Spring to come that I
decided to break Winter doldrums and strike out on a Maryland
Eastern Shore road trip. Crossing the Severn River, Buddy
Morrow’s orchestration of “Candy” was playing triggering
childhood memories. So it was with a sense of nostalgia that
I headed south passing farmland and landscapes that hadn’t
changed much since Talbot County was founded in 1661. For 100
years this was tobacco plantation country and now the remnants
of the great estates of America’s first wealthy Europeans still exist,
many of them on the National Historic Register.
The road to Tilghman Island winds through the town of St.
Michaels, home of the Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum and
many fine restaurants and gift shops. Route 33, billing itself as the
scenic highway of Chesapeake Country, wanders down a narrow
peninsula of land, dotted by tiny hamlets named after long-ago
families, bordered by the Chesapeake Bay and the Choptank
River.
Route 33, also known as the Frederick Douglass Discovery
Road, was named after the most important African-American
civil rights leader of the 19th century. Douglass was born in 1818
in Talbot County, where there are 14 sites that tell his story.
One is near McDaniel on the road to Tilghman at the farm of
Edward Covey, “the slave breaker.” Covey tried, but he didn’t
break Douglass and in 1838 Douglass escaped slavery to become
a powerful orator, counselor to presidents and leader for human
rights.
Twelve miles from St. Michaels is the Knapps Narrow Draw
Bridge that connects the original Great Choptank Island to the
mainland. Apparently some sort of bridge has crossed Harris
Creek since the 1600s, but today’s drawbridge is the oldest and
busiest in the nation. Crossing the bridge to Tilghman is an instant
step into a time warp where life seems quiet and unchanged from
decades past. Oyster tongers with high water boots maneuver
their boats around the waters. Men gather to share news in the
local bait shop. This is not a day-trippers’ shopping mecca; this is
a place to hang your hat for a while.
Water defines Tilghman Island. Dogwood Harbor is home
to the watermen’s oyster fleet and nearby is the largest privately
owned sport-fishing fleet in the nation. Presidents Clinton and
Bush and a host of famous baseball greats, governors and elected
officials have fished with the island’s captains. Built in 1886, the
oyster dredger skipjack, Rebecca T Ruark, designated a National
Historic Landmark in 2008, is docked here as well as the few
remaining Bay skipjacks. Today’s visitors can also kayak around
the island in and around the work boats.
Harvesting the land and the water is the way of life on
Tilghman. In the 1817 census, the island housed 104 slaves to
farm the land. General Tench Tilghman removed them in 1830s
and subdivided the land for homes for those who would make
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their living on the water. The steamboat brought another change
to the island. To escape Summer heat Baltimore natives, found
their way south to the island. Restaurants and sport fishing
followed.
A watermen’s museum, recently organized to tell the stories
of island life, is housed in the turn-of-the-century barbershop. A
new home for the museum is proposed for a 19th century home
vacant since 1971 known as the old W house, of which only
five remain. The W house is unique to the area. It was designed
(before air conditioning) to provide natural airflow throughout
the house no matter the direction of the breeze. Near by is the
Methodist Church organized in 1784 and rebuilt in 1879 in this
ancient county of Quakers.
Five generations of Harrisons have offered hospitality
services to the public since 1875 when Ida Harrison began
opening her home to summertime borders traveling to Tilghman
on the steamboat captained by her husband, Capt. Levin “Buddy”
Harrison. Harrison’s Chesapeake House is the largest restaurant,
inn, bar (despite the Methodist heritage) and sport-fishing center
on the island.
Locals claim Tilghman used to have some of the best
oystering on the Bay. The Department of Natural Resources
recently covered up producing oyster beds with three feet of
rocks. And the locals are not happy. This has had a negative
economic impact on people who make a living from the water.
One grizzled waterman grumbled it was time for a revolution.
The government, in this corner of independent, self-sufficient,
down-to-earth people, was not a trusted partner, a chink in the
otherwise peaceful environment.
Tilghman Island’s step back in time beckons you to stay
and relax and walk and talk with 970 locals. There are seven inns
that provide an escape from frantic urban life. Boutiques and
gift shops and the bustling that goes with it are absent. There
was once a bank, which is now a bookstore, and retail clothes
shop, which is now a café. Summerduck Studio offers Summer
landscape painting workshops. Bird watching is popular. The
monarch butterflies arrive in August.
The road from the village of Tilghman continues another
five miles to its end at the mouth of the Choptank and the
Chesapeake Bay. On the way are new retirement homes, a World
War II Naval research station, a broad area of asphalt built for
watermen to repair their pound nets in one of the few areas where
pound netting still goes on.
At the end of the road is a secluded bird sanctuary and the
Black Walnut Point Inn described as a secret place of peace. In a
way this describes much of Tilghman Island, where "life begins
where the road ends.”
Ellen, a former mayor of Annapolis, can be reached at EllenMoyer@yahoo.com
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Tips for Looking
Your Best at Any Age

By Leah Lancione
As we age it is just natural that the
effects of time, like wrinkles, laugh lines
and sunspots, will appear. Sun exposure,
thinning skin and reduced skin elasticity
all contribute to a face, neck and body
that has more creases, discoloration and
imperfections. With this, some may opt
for cosmetic procedures to try to delay or
reverse the inevitable, but if that option
feels too risky or too extreme for you,
there are more painless ways to combat
the relentless signs of aging. For one, how
and what makeup you apply can either
enhance your beauty or appear to add
unwanted years.
According to www.Elle.com how
and what foundation you apply is crucial.
Choosing the wrong shade that doesn’t
match your real skin tone can make you
look years older or as if you are wearing
a mask. “When you go too light it makes
your skin appear flat and lifeless,” the Elle
site says. Instead of natural, it will look like
the makeup is just sitting on your skin,
which can add years to your face. But if
you go too dark, you are not highlighting
your features, but dragging them down and
adding a dullness and heaviness that is just
as aging.” The beauty and fashion website
recommends testing a foundation before
you buy it. The trick is to not go lighter or
darker than your true skin color.
Some makeup artists also suggest
opting for a tinted moisturizer or thinner,
light-reflective formula over a thicker
product because it won’t settle into creases.
An illuminating and lifting formula
tends to blend and even out skin tone.
When selecting a foundation or tinted
moisturizer, always choose one with
an SPF to reduce sun damage. Lastly,
when you apply foundation or a tinted
moisturizer, dab on a judicious amount;
less is more. In fact, too much can cause
the pigment to look caked on and patchy
in areas, which actually draws attention to
creases.
Use the light-reflective foundation to
fill in fine lines around the eyes and cover
up any dark circles, but do so with a brush
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or wand. Gently dab it around the eyes and
then smooth in gently and evenly with a
finger. Reserve a heavier concealer to cover
any pigmentation, scars, dark splotches
that may be visible.
Lipstick can also be problematic.
Wearing lipstick that is too dark can look
harsh and add years. Not to mention that
dark pigmented lipstick has a tendency
to bleed into creases above the upper lip
making it look messy. The Elle site says
it’s important to choose a lipstick that
adds fullness since “as you age, you lose
definition in your lips. A dark color does
just the opposite, making your lips look
smaller, less plump, and less highlighted.”
A pink or mauve shade along with a top
layer of lip-gloss is suggested. However,
if you do want a darker hue, say plum or
wine, the site suggests using a sheer version
or lip tint over a matte formula.
Another trick of the trade is to use a
primer prior to applying your lipstick to
prevent it from “bleeding.” Lip primer also
guarantees a smoother application and
keeps lipstick on longer.
Another makeup mistake is applying
blush too heavily from the cheek almost
to the ear because it can accentuate
gauntness. Makeup experts from www.
GoodHousekeeping.com
recommend
“swirling blush ever so slightly higher on
the apples” to give them an instant lift.
The days of smudging heavy rouge to the

cheeks are over. Blush is meant to highlight
cheekbones and to add a hint of color
to the face—not to make you look like
a china doll. It’s also better to use matte
products over those that have a shimmer
or sheen, which can accentuate lines.
Don’t overcompensate for thinning
eyelashes by applying too much liner the
wrong way. Makeup artist Lisa Eldrige,
who has her own makeup tutorial channel
on YouTube, recommends dotting a deep
brown liner between upper lashes and
then smudging it together with a Q-tip to
simulate fullness to the root of eyelashes
and give great definition. Also, avoid
heavily lining both the top and lower
lash lines because eyes will look smaller.
Log
onto
www.youtube.com/user/
lisaeldridgedotcom where Eldrige shares
loads of her helpful makeup tips and
tricks. She admits “makeup can be our best
friend, but it can also be your worst enemy”
if you are applying incorrectly or choosing
the wrong type for your skin. Visit her
channel and search “anti-aging makeup
tips” or some other pertinent topic to get
her expert advice and techniques.
If you feel 10 years younger than
your actual biological age (or even if you
don’t), there’s no reason why you can’t learn
ways your makeup can maximize your
best features while also minimizing any
imperfections that exist as a result of a life
lived to the fullest.
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Is A Continuing Care
Retirement Community for Me?
By Peggy Kiefer
We all know that aging is inevitable and that the time may
come when we will need to consider moving out of our homes
and into a retirement community of some kind.
The first question might be: What kind of retirement
community am I looking for? There are at least three:
• There are apartment complexes for adults 55 and older
with no medical facilities, minimal (or no) meal plans and
limited extra activities and transportation offered.
• Retirement communities are available that feature
independent living, memory care, assisted living or fulltime nursing care and sometimes a combination of two or
more of these plans.
• Also available are what is known as continuing care
communities with all of the above featured at one facility.
Which one is for you? Continuing care communities
(CCRCs) combine many options, which means you can stay there
from the time you move into independent living accommodations,
to assisted living as needed, and nursing or memory care if
required. So, let's look at this option and see what is needed to
help make the decision.
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First, you need to decide if your home is still the right place
for you. It is very difficult to leave a home where your children were
raised, where old friends are located nearby and the comfortable
familiarity as well as the problems and delights. Ask yourself if
the house has a good layout should you become ill or disabled,
or are there are many stairs and thresholds that would make it
difficult. Also, can you keep up with the demands of maintaining
a home? Do you feel isolated and away from family and friends?
Is medical care convenient if needed? Do you need any help with
cooking, cleaning, dressing and shopping? If you own your home,
as many seniors do, would it be financially advisable to sell at this
time?
If you feel that your present home is the right fit for you, it
might be the best decision to stay right where you are. But if you
are doubtful, this might be a good time to think about a CCRC.
Even if you feel you are very independent and don't need
any help now, you may want to think of the future while you are
still active and mobile. That way, if your needs change you have
the option in a CCRC to take advantage of its medical facilities.
What if you are quite active but your spouse has medical problems
that require medical facilities or memory care? You can still live in
the same community and adjust your living if your needs change.
CCRC offers the benefits and flexibility of independent living
with additional personal care and medical help ready if you are
not able to live alone.
Another big question is: Can I afford to move to a CCRC?
Most communities have a cost comparison sheet for you to fill out
to see how much your present living conditions cost compared to
what a CCRC would be. Also, most CCRCs offer a great deal of
help selling your present home and moving into your new one.
They help you figure out what can be donated, sold or thrown out.
They even can have your new home ready to move into the first
day. Also, most of them give you choices of appliances, flooring,
paint colors and style and layout of your apartment or home.
Depending on the community, there are choices of apartments
ranging from studios to three bedrooms, duplex casitas or even
individual homes.
Many financial options are also offered to help in your
decision, from a buy-in where you pay an up front fee to monthly
charges, much as rent would be. This depends on the CCRC you
choose. There are many choices.
As you can see, there are many things to consider at this
important time in your life. But heed one warning that you have
no doubt already heard—don’t wait until someone else has to
make the decision for you.
Peggy can be contacted at kinseykiefer@aol.com

Activity doesn’t necessarily lead to achievement!
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ABCs of Hanging Baskets
By Neil Moran
Hanging baskets are an easy way to add instant color to any
deck, patio or porch. The nice thing is you can either purchase
ready-made baskets or make your own. And with the right
selection and care you can keep them looking good all Summer
long. Here are some tips for choosing and caring for them.
Plant breeders keep coming up with some awesome plants
for hanging baskets. This year is no exception. One annual that is
sure to please is Surefire begonia. I trialed this one last year and
was truly amazed at how striking and dependable this begonia
variety was. It fills up a 12-inch basket just fine and grows to
about 10 inches tall. The plant literally looked pretty as a picture
all Summer long. It prefers shade, but performed pretty well in
full sun.
One old standby that always looks great and is pretty easy
to care for is the geranium (Pelargonium). They come in a nice
assortment of pink, white and deep red and can go a few days
without watering. Other plants that make great hanging baskets
include Calibrachoa, Verbena and Petunias. Proven Winner’s
“Supers” have been bred to look good all Summer in a hanging
basket with minimum maintenance and include Superbells
(Calibrachoa), Superbena (Verbena) and Supertina Petunias.
DO-IT-YOURSELF BasketS
Express your creativity and even save a couple of bucks by
making your own. First, gather all the materials and plants you’ll
need. Discarded hanging pots can be obtained from friends and
neighbors and sometimes from nurseries and recycle centers.
Annuals can be purchased in cell packs or individual pots.
Color coordinate your plants: blues and yellows go well together
as do cool colors, such as blue, lavender and deep pink. The plants
for hanging baskets will be ones that can fill the basket or spill
over the sides. Use a quality potting mix for your containers.
Premier Pro-mix, Baccto and Sunshine are all quality mixes.
Moisten the mix so that it is wet, but not dripping wet. Mix
some slow-release fertilizer, such as Osmocote or a Scotts slowrelease product in with the growing medium. Fill the containers
to the rim with the mix and pack it down slightly. Plant three
to five plants per container,
depending on the plant
chosen. Bottom water if you
can by setting the
container in about 8 inches
of warm water, or
gently water from the top.

Growing Tips
Here are some tips for keeping your hanging baskets looking
beautiful throughout the Summer:
• Place them in a partially shaded spot protected from
strong winds, if possible. Even the most sun-loving plants
will benefit from a break from the intense Summer sun.
• Water thoroughly and regularly, daily if needed. A water
wand is a good garden tool to use to give your hanging
baskets a good drenching.
• Feed about every two weeks to keep them looking good.
This can be done with an organic fertilizer such as Espoma’s
Flower-tone, 3-4-5, or with a water-soluble fertilizer, such
as Miracle Grow.
More Annuals for Hanging Baskets
• Scaevola species. This is another common plant used in
hanging baskets. It’s a leafy plant with medium-sized
flowers that come in white and deep lavender.
• Lobelia species. This filler plant mixes in nicely with just
about any other annual flowers, including petunias. It will
perform best in partial shade.
• Bacopa species. With its petite white flowers, bacopa
complements the baskets of large flowering begonias
we have around our living area in the backyard. “Bridal
Showers,” a variety that is loaded with little white flowers,
is a common variety. Bacopa demands a little break from
the sun or it too will fizzle out before the season ends.
• Potato vine, the Ipomea species. The unique foliage is what
stands out with this selection. Mix with just about any
color-complemented annual.
DO-IT-YOURSELF Hanging BaskeT RECIPES
Here is a hanging basket “recipe” from Proven Winners.
These plants are pretty common and should be available at a
garden center near you. All of these plants can be substituted
with variations of these cultivars. For example, a Lobelia erinus
“Heavenly Lilac,” could be substituted with a Lobelia erinus “Sky
Blue.”
This recipe calls for a 12-inch wide hanging basket, a quality
potting mix, a tablespoon of slow-release fertilizer mixed into a
moist medium and the following plant selections (four to five
plants):
• Superbells ‘White’ Calibrachoa hybrid
• Leguna Lobelia erinus “Heavenly Lilac”
• Superbells ‘Trailing Lilac Mist’ Calibrachoa hybrid
To find a greenhouse near you that carries some of the abovefeatured plants, go to www.provenwinners.com and click on
“Your Local Retailers.”
Neil is a horticulturist and blogs at www.northcountrygardening.com
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The Gambler
By Ellen Moyer
Gambling is America’s favorite pastime. Attesting to human
passion for games of chance, revenue investment is in the billions,
two times greater than money spent on fast foods, movies and
musical recordings. Evangelists abhor it and some religious sects
outlaw it. The rest of the world seems to accept it as long as it is
fair.
Humans have been allured by some form of gambling since
the beginning of recorded history. In 4 B.C. an ancient Indian
treatise on government policy urged taxation and control of
gambling. Thus began a long history of government regulation
and government wealth built on the human propensity to wager
on improbable outcomes in the hopes of gaining greater wealth
or power or advantage. It is a human need to meet challenge, to
beat the odds that life has dealt and to climb a ladder to success.
About 2,000 years before the Indian treatise the Hindu
prayers Rigveda, the oldest religious text in continuous use, was a
most remarkable literary product titled “The Gambler’s Lament.”
Author unknown, the poem is a monologue by a repentant
gambler mourning the alienation of his wife and friends. Addicted
to the give and take of dice games that excited his spirit and left
him feeling lonely when he attempted to quit, he advises others
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to avoid the ups and downs of dice games, and to cultivate the
land, be satisfied with the wealth produced and to follow a life
of stability.
The human need for sociability, the challenge “to beat the
odds,” the adrenal rush experienced with a win underscores the
life of the gambler. Sebastian Brandt, a German humorist and
satirist, in 1494 described this lifestyle in a portrait of the “Ship
of Fools.” His illustration depicted frivolous, oblivious passengers
in a leaderless boat, destination unknown.
By the 1590s gambling was attracting the attention of artists
such as the Italian Caravaggio. His oil paintings the “Cardsharp”
and “The Fortune Teller” depicted low-life realism against
Venetian high style. During carnival season in 1638, Venice
opened its first government-controlled gambling house, the
Ridotto. The government closed it in 1670 when it was perceived
to impoverish local gentry.
French and English royalty, men and women, gambled daily
at cards. Fearing the wealth of courtiers to be fast evaporating
and that it could bankrupt the court, King Charles II in 1670
banned the high-stakes game of Basset. At this time in our
history, gentlemen were expected to bet and gamble. The term
“bet the farm” arose in contests between landed gentry pitting
their horses against each other in steeplechase match races. With
the feet of monarchs on a roulette wheel, cartoonist Charles Fox
criticized England and continental Europe gambling addiction
for economically devastating the countries.
Private casinos, housing the first multiple games
of action, were introduced by the French in 1796.
Roulette, built from the philosopher Pascal’s
attempt to find a perpetual motion machine, was
the most popular game of the time. It almost
ruined the Russian author Fyodor Dostoyevsky.
Writing to his brother he described a system
he had devised that couldn’t lose. Of course,
he did lose, since the house never loses. He
even spent his rent money and finally sold
his watch. Deeply in debt, the author entered
into a contract with E.T. Stellovsky, who
demandsedDostoyevsky deliver a novel
to him by Nov 1, 1866. Failure to meet
the deadline would give Stellovsky
the rights to his publications
for nine years. Dostoyevsky
delivered his novella entitled
The Gambler and saved his hide.
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While Dostoyevsky was battling his demons, Germany
in 1866 banned gambling. Famous spas closed, towns faced
economic decline. Casino operator Francois Blanc moved his
casino to the new town of Monte Carlo. At the time some said
Blanc sold his soul to the devil to favor the world of roulette whose
sum of numbers on the “little wheel” is 666, the sign of the beast.

We all know there is a downside to gambling.
Actually doing something about a gambling addiction
is another matter. Look deeper than someone who is
having problems paying bills. Whether you are looking
in the mirror, or at the behavior of a friend or family
member, keep an eye out for these signs that gambling
has become more than a harmless recreation:
• Is this person missing important events,
family obligations, work or school, to gamble
much of the time?
• Do you notice someone gambling a lot who
may be trying to escape problems at home or
at work?
• Is there someone you know who is always
talking about how he wins all the time, but
never mentions losing?
• Do you notice somebody who has big mood
swings that may reflect when he wins or loses
and who also may be excessively angry or
anxious when not gambling?
• Have you seen a person try to quit gambling,
but keep failing?
A list very much like this was compiled by a
casino, not an anti-gambling organization. Gambling
interests don’t want to be seen as promoting a
sickness. The Maryland Center of Excellence on
Problem Gambling offers a 24-hour helpline at 1.800.
GAMBLER, where compulsive gamblers can get
someone to talk to, professional counseling, Gambling
Anonymous information and other services. Started up
about two and one-half years ago, the center is part of
the University of Maryland Department of Medicine.
While reasonable people could argue about the
number and the definition, the Center for Excellence
estimates at least 150,000 Marylanders are “problem
gamblers.” As it happens this year, the 29th annual
National Conference on Problem Gambling will
be held in Baltimore at the Hilton Baltimore Inner
Harbor on July 9-11. The event is sponsored by
the center and the Maryland Council on Problem
Gambling.
~Mick Rood

Today Monte Carlo is an international byword for Europeans—a
leading tourist attraction and extravagant gambling mecca for the
elite of the world.
Devil or not, gambling in Europe was the province of the
elite. In the United States the roulette wheel and gambling in
general moved from French New Orleans up the Mississippi
River and west in makeshift games organized by con artists who
followed the American attitude of laissez faire rather than our
Puritan origins. Puritan claims closed down gambling for a while.
When Maryland made slot machines illegal over 50 years ago, the
economy of Southern Maryland was devastated.
Nevada became the first state to favor gambling. Today
gambling revenue fuels almost every state’s coffers. In one month,
January 2015, state-supported gambling returned approximately
$110 million to the Maryland state treasury. It won’t go away.
Whole industries—insurance, the stock market, bingo charities,
horse racing, lotteries, card games of skill based on the luck of the
draw, TV shows and sports betting are fixtures in our risk-taking
life.
In the challenge to beat the odds some may strike it rich in
the short term. A group of MIT students once beat the odds in
Vegas for a million dollars. It is doubtful it will happen again.
Again, in casinos, the house never loses.
Away from the casinos lights and sounds that inflame the brain
and excite the adrenalin, citizens of means call their stockbroker,
citizens of lesser means buy lottery tickets and friends and family
gather in homes for recreational game nights, bridge and penny
ante poker. On the TV, America’s favorite singer Kenny Rogers
sings “The Gambler” for a GEICO ad: “You’ve got to know when
to hold them. Know when to fold them. Know when to walk
away, know when to run … ” The games go on.
Ellen, a former mayor of Annapolis, can be reached at EllenMoyer@yahoo.com
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It’s not how busy you are? It’s what are you busy with?
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Katering to Your Life

The Many Faces of Kindness
By Kater Leatherman
Evidently it’s cool to be kind. This is good news given the a few hours of grateful friendship, celebration and fun? Did you
self-possessed, self-focused, selfie era that we currently live in. ever send your parents flowers on your birthday? Remember how
Kindness really is a virtue and, with life being a challenging it felt to receive a card for no other reason than someone was
adventure at times, how can we be anything but?
thinking of you? Years ago, when my father gave me a ceiling
By definition, kindness means concern for others without fan as a housewarming gift, he included the services to have an
wanting anything in return. Wikipedia digs a little deeper and electrician install it. Very cool.
defines kindness as an exchange with essentially
unpredictable consequences. However you choose
to define it, kindness not only benefits others, but
you as well. Why? Because when you are kind, it
releases neurotransmitters responsible for feelings of
contentment and relaxation.
One of the many facets of kindness is
forgiveness. Forgiving can lead to other things, like
understanding and compassion for the one who hurt
you. But if someone has forgiven you for something
that you are hard-pressed to forgive yourself for, then
consider it a supreme act of kindness.
Of course, there are acts of kindness that leave
an indelible print on the mind. What if you were
invited to a birthday party for someone you love? After the food is
Let’s not forget that kindness includes restraint. Avoid the
consumed, the birthday song sung and the cake cut, the birthday need to correct someone in front of others. Practice patience with
person proceeds to go around the table and, one by one, share what the young and elderly. Hold your tongue when you’re angry. Give
she most appreciates about each person and how much they mean up the need to be right all the time. The tricky thing about life is
to her. You might say that this gesture was thoughtful, but you that it’s harder to be kind when you don’t want to be. Yet, this is
have to be thoughtful to be kind. Either way, having attended this the true test of your openheartedness.
event where this happened, I can tell you it was well remembered.
There’s a restaurant in Oakland, California, whose mission it
Another form of kindness includes good manners, whether is to be the best part of each customer’s day. They aim to please in
you practice them in public, while in traffic or at home. What’s order to make you happy. They want you to leave feeling fulfilled
kind about having manners is that they make life easier for others, in heart, body and spirit. There is an element of kindness in
and making life easier for others requires sensitivity. Emily Post wanting to enhance the quality of someone’s day.
believed that manners are just that, a sensitive awareness of the
Some believe that you have never really lived until you’ve
feelings of others.
done something for someone who can never repay you. What
“If you have that awareness,” she added, “you have good random act of kindness can you offer today? Let someone have
manners, no matter what fork you use.”
the better parking space. Do something that will make someone’s
How about a kind word when someone has lost a loved one? life easier, even for a moment. Everything counts—an unsolicited
After my brother died, people sent wonderful cards
smile, a few words of encouragement or an unexpected
with heartfelt sentiments and acknowledged their
gesture—can
reshape
a
condolences face to face. But one person stood out
person’s day, maybe even their
in the crowd.
life. When you are kind to
She wanted to know about my brother, his life
others, you are also choosing
and what he loved to do. It turned out that being
to make the world a better
If you’re thin
able to sit down and talk about him with her was
place.
king of rentin
g a
ho
useboat for an
very healing. There is kindness in just being there for
interesting and
different vaca
Kater is a professional organizer and
tion this year
someone and she knew just what to do.
, log
onto www.H
home stager, yoga teacher and selfouseBoating.
Sometimes the most extraordinary kindnesses
org
which has re
published author who inspires others
ntals on lake
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s at
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ut
the country

Sometimes the
most extraordinary
kindnesses are
unexpected.
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www.katerleatherman.com or email
katerleatherman@gmail.com
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PERSONALITY
DISORDER

We have a relative who is creating havoc in our family. She spends
most of her time making trouble by manipulating, gossiping, lying
and pitting one person against another. One of my friends says that
it sounds like she has a personality disorder. Can that be treated and,
if so, how?

B

y definition, a personality disorder is a long-standing and
inflexible pattern of maladaptive behavior that causes serious
problems in personal, social and occupational situations for those
so afflicted. In addition, these behavioral patterns frequently have
a negative impact on the quality of life of family members and
friends, as you have indicated.
A number of different personality disorders are categorized
by symptoms according to guidelines published by the American
Psychological Association. While there is treatment available, it is
often not sought out by sufferers until they encounter a situation of
increased stress or social demands. Success of treatment depends
upon many factors, including the type of personality disorder, its
severity and the internal and external resources of the patient.
Family members, friends and colleagues who are affected
by these issues need to have firm personal boundaries and
communicate well with each other. Whether or not your relative
has a diagnosable personality disorder, it’s clear that she is causing
significant stress to those around her and you’ll all benefit by
learning some tools for dealing with difficult people. Continue to
educate yourself about personality
disorders and consider consulting
with a therapist to get specific
guidelines and suggestions. You
may find other helpful information
at this website www.outofthefog.
net Another resource to check out
is the book, Emotional Blackmail:
When the People in Your Life Use
Fear, Obligation and Guilt to
Manipulate You by Susan Forward.

FIFTH WHEEL

When my husband and I make our annual trip to our old hometown,
our time is very limited. After we see our relatives, we have little
opportunity for socializing. However, we do get together at a favorite
restaurant with three of my old high school friends and their husbands.
This year, one husband had passed away. We’ve invited our friend, his
widow, to join us, as always. She is upset that we are not having a
“ladies only” dinner in deference to her loss. We’ve been close for so long
and our husbands enjoy seeing each other too. How do I handle this
awkward situation?

A

s a new widow, your friend is probably reeling from all of the
sudden changes in her life. In this case, it sounds as if she is
thinking only of her own feelings and may be afraid of being seen
as a fifth wheel. Try to reassure her that she is important to you
even though she is no longer half of a couple. If she still demurs,
simply tell her that she will be missed, as well as her deceased
spouse, and make your plans for dinner with the others.
If the loss is very recent, your friend may not be up to
socializing in a group quite yet. If you can fit it in, try to arrange
a time to meet for coffee or lunch, either with the other ladies
or just one-on-one. The important thing to do is to still reach
out and try to include her in your get-togethers. However, just
because of her sensitivity, it’s not your responsibility to change
a long-standing tradition that everyone else enjoys. Part of the
adjustment to widowhood is coming to terms with being able to
participate in social situations as a single. Be gentle, encouraging
and understanding, but continue with your plans as you wish.
Vicki is a licensed professional counselor and welcomes your questions. She can
be reached at Victoria2write@aol.com

Why are you winding down? There’s so much more that you could do.
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Directions

A. Permissible

1. Read the definitions
and supply the correct
words over the
numbered blanks.

B. Encountered (3 wds.)

2. Transfer the letters
to the corresponding
squares in the
diagram.

E. Flushed with water

3. Reading left to
right, the completed
diagram poses a trivia
question. Words are
separated by black
squares.

H. "Quoth the raven, '_____.'" (Poe)

4. Reading down, the
first letters on the
numbered blanks give
the subject category
followed by the
answer to the trivia
question.

C. "April hath put a spirit of youth in ____."
(Shakespeare)
D. _____ scale

F. Site of 1968 Democratic Convention
G. Terrible

I. Bear Symphony composer
J. Demand
K. Morally ignoble
L. Muslim headdress
M. Identical (4 wds.)
N. Musical form with pattern ABACADA
O. Enclosure
P. Traveler's bane (2 wds.)
Q. Friendly

Please visit amazon.com
to order Sheila's book,
Quiz-Acrostics: Challenging
Acrostic Puzzles with a
Trivia Twist, published by
Puzzleworm.
Sheila can be reached at
acrostics@aol.com or
visit her web site:
www.quiz-acrostics.com

R. Heterogeneous
S. Mores
T. More exact
U. Walkway
V. Nimble
W. Danishes
X. Crafty fellow
Y. Descendants
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OutLook for the Bay

Terrapins By the Bay
By Henry S. Parker
You have to tip your hat to Maryland. What other state’s
flagship university would adopt a slow, scaly reptile as its mascot,
and somehow make it endearing? But anyone who follows
University of Maryland sports is on a first-name basis with
“Testudo,” an engaging, bulked-up version of the Free State’s
favorite creature—the northern diamondback terrapin.
Reptilian or not, the terrapin is a handsome, colorful animal—
OK, maybe beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Diamond-shaped,
concentric growth rings inlay its variably colored carapace (back
shell), and its smooth plastron (lower shell) has a yellowishto-greenish hue. It displays a black mustache-like stripe on its
horned beak and dark spots or streaks cover its rough skin.
No two terrapins look exactly alike. Males average about
a half-pound in weight and five inches in length; females are
typically twice as long and three times as heavy.
The diamondback terrapin is at home in Chesapeake Bay.
It’s an aquatic turtle, inhabiting brackish (partly salty) waters
from New England to the Gulf Coast. In the Bay terrapins live in
shallow tidal areas including marshes, creeks, mud flats, beaches
and islands. They stick around all Winter, burrowing deep into
the mud, and reemerging with the warming Spring thaw. Like all
reptiles, they’re not “warm-blooded,” depending instead on the
sun’s energy to heat themselves. They may live for 25 to 40 years
in the wild.
Testudo is a formidable animal, subsisting on such fare as
Nittany Lions and Wildcats, but his diminutive natural forebear
is content to snack on mollusks, crabs, worms, insects and fish,
crushing its prey in its strong jaws.
Speaking of forebears, male terrapins become sexually mature
in as few as three years with females generally taking twice as
long. They mate in early Spring, at night, in the water. There have
been few studies of these reptiles mating in the wild. One might
imagine the process to be slow and cumbersome but, in fact,
observers have described it as “fast and furtive,” with the female
floating on the water’s surface and the male approaching from the
rear (additional details available to premium subscribers).
A female can bide her time before producing offspring. She
can store sperm for several years, extending the period over which
she can produce fertilized eggs. When ready, she digs a shallow
nest in sand and lays a dozen or so eggs, which hatch in
60 to 100 days. Offspring gender is dependent on
incubation temperature (the warmer
the temperature, the more females).
She may lay several clutches in one
season. The eggs are fair game for
crows, foxes and raccoons; only
1 to 3 percent will successfully
hatch into tiny terrapins,
which will run their own
gauntlet of predators
and
environmental
challenges.
Spring 2015

Human beings are the greatest threat to northern
diamondback terrapins. In the first place, the turtles are good to
eat—at least to some people. Native Americans harvested them as
a primary source of protein. In the 18th and 19th centuries, terrapin
soup and stew became a delicacy in the U.S. and Europe, leading
to the near-extinction of the species. By the late 19th century
trappers were harvesting 400,000 pounds of the animals annually
before populations crashed. Since then, their numbers have
recovered some as culinary tastes have changed, but terrapins
continue to be legally taken in some states, although Maryland
outlawed the practice in 2007.
Harvesting is not the only human threat to these animals.
Degradation of coastal habitat, internment in abandoned “ghost”
crab traps, boat strikes, road kills near nesting areas, predators
such as raccoons, skunks and other animals whose populations
have swollen because of human development and diseases,
pollution and invasive species have all taken a toll. Ghost crab
traps are a particular problem; we know because some have been
found containing dozens of drowned terrapins.
Will northern diamondback terrapins soon be gone from the
Bay? Not if we each take some responsibility for protecting these
emblematic animals. Here are some things you can do:
• If you’re a recreational crabber, use a turtle excluder
device for your crab pots www.dnr.maryland.gov/
dnrnews/pressrelease2011/051011a.asp
• Support terrapin research, conservation and education
efforts.
• During nesting season be particularly watchful for
breeding turtles when navigating in coastal waters or
driving near the shore.
• Learn all you can about these creatures. Here are a few
links to get you started:
www.chesapeakebay.net/fieldguide/critter/
diamondback_terrapin
http://dnr.mar yland.gov/wildlife/P lants_
Wildlife/herps/Testudines/NorthernDiamondbackedTerrapin.asp
w w w. m d s g . u m d . e d u / t o p i c s / t e r r a p i n s /
diamondback-terrapins
Despite their iconic status in the Bay area, many of us have
never seen a diamondback terrapin. On future trips to the shore,
keep your eyes open—you may be fortunate to spy one in the
wild. But if your luck fails you, there’s always Testudo.
Henry is an adjunct associate professor at Georgetown University. He previously
directed research programs at the U.S. Department of Agriculture and taught marine
sciences at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth. He can be reached at hspsbp@
gmail.com
Diamondback Terrapin. Source: University of Maryland Sea Grant
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